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Abstract 

This study evaluates the Book Plus library housekeeping 

system from the pOint of view Ot staff at two librar,es in 

Nottinghamshire: Beeston and Stapleford. Staff were asked to 

evaluate Book Plus in terms of the usability of the software 

interface, its effect on Job design and job satisfactiOn and 

its overall benefits and l,m,tations. Data was collected by 

means of questionnaires completed by staff and by a period 

of observatiOn in both librar,es. 

Staff at Staplefordwere positive about Book Plus overall. 

The oppos,te was true at Beeston. At Stapleford Book Plus 

was deemed as easy to use by the majOrity of staff who had 

few problems perform,ng their tasks USing it. Job design had 

also ,mproved since ,ts implementation. Job satisfactiOn had 

improved as staff felt that Book Plus had enabled them to 

g,ve the publiC an ,mpoved serv,ce. At Beeston, staff had 

more difficulties perform,ng the,r tasks eaSily uSlng Book 

Plus. The implementation of Book Plus had led to a reduct,on 

ot autonomy for stait at Beeston. Staff at Beeston c,ted a 

number of problems regarding the ,mplementatlon process that 

were not mentioned at Stapieford. At both l,brar,es the Jobs 

of part-t,me and casual staff had been adversely affected by 

the ,mplementatlon BOOK Plus. 

it IS recommended that all of the stalf ,n Nottinghamshire 

who use Book Pius are asked to evaluate ,t. Other 

recommendatlons ,nclude the intitiatiOn of diScussion groups 

. to deal w,th problems and tne ,ntroauct,on 01 Statl 

appraisal. 
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lntroductlon 

New technology IS being used in libraries to an increasing 

extent. However, the focus of research has, until recently', 

centred on techn,cal concerns: 

Library administrators and systems staff 
become so engrossed in the technology that 
the human side is overlooked. It IS easy 
to forget that it is people who manage and 
operate the machines, and it is people who 
make up the organ,sation and make it 
function successfully or ensure its 
fallure 2 

The importance of the staff who operate the system and on 

whose work,ng j,fe It Implnges cannot be underestlmat~d. A 

concern for staff does not arise purely from humanitarian 

reasons (although thls should be reason enough) as the 

success of the automat,on project can depend on the human 

element~. 

The study begins by outlining the importance of user-centred 

evaluat,on. From th,s, and a d,Scuss,on of relevant 

research, two crlterla are developed upon wh,ch to base a 

user-centred evaluatIon ai lIbrary houseKeepIng software: 

Its usab,lity and itS effect on Job deslgn. Wh,lst researCh 

on the Job deSIgn In automated librarIes eXlS~S wl~hln tne 

rleld~, that relatlng to the usab,l,ty or ilbrary 

housekeepIng sottware IS much more scarce~. 



The three Objectives of the study bUild upon the themes 

identif,ed ln prevlous research in thiS area. They are; 

1. To assess the match of the software interface to the 

needs of the users when performing their tasks 

2. To establish what, if any. changes in Job design and Job 

satisfactlon have occurred Slnce the ,mplementatlon of 

'the new technology 

3. To establish the scope of any usability or Job design 

problems and place them within the context of other 

problems 

An ,ntroduct,on to the implementatlon and use of the Book 

Plus Ilbrary housekeep,ng system ln Nottlnghamshlre and to 

the two librar,es Where its use is studied is followed by a 

d,scusslon of the method oi the research. 

Results of the research are then analysed in terms of 

establlshlng the usaoll,ty of Book Plus and changes to Job 

design since its implementation. ~roblems identified by the 

stall at the llbrarles Involved are PUt Into con~ext WIth an 

overall assessment 01 Book Plus by staif. ThiS suggests 

fUrther problems Wll1Ci1 need to De studIed. l"hroughout tile 

analyses results are discussed w,th respect to their 

relevance to ~ne iIbrarIes concerned WithOUT lOSIng SIght of 

the w,der impliCations 01 the lindings. 



ConclusionS and recommendations for further study likewise 

emerge both spec'l'c to Nottinghamsh,re and related to the 

library world as a whole. 
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I User-centred evaluation of software 

1.1 Evaluation of library housekeeping software 

Evaluation is an essential part of product design whiCh 

attempts to ensure successful use. Library housekeeping 

software is usually evaluated prior to its purchase. As 

improvement to the serVice is the driving force behind 

automation, the decis,on to purchase is based on the ability 

of the software to meet the specifiC functional requirements 

of the library'. The detailing of functional requirements is 

based upon an analYSiS of tasks performed and a ranking of 

their importance based upon their neceSSity and frequency of 

performance. Such an emphaSiS on the functionality of the 

software should form the baSiS of any evaluation, but an 

evaluat,on of library housekeeplng software is incomplete 

wlthout a user-centred evaluation of the product 2 • 

1.2 User-centred evalUation 

User-centred evaluation places the user at the centre of the 

evaluation process, emphasislng the needs of the user, human 

factors aspects of the product and user acceptance of the 

product. User-centred evaluat.on should take place as part 

Of user-centred product des.gn wh.ch bUllds upon a product 

idea wlth an analys.s oj the needs 01 the users and the 

tasks they perform. This process is illustrated in figure 

1. I 
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~------------~----------------< 

Product idea 

Identdy users 

User and task analysls 

Specify product goals 

Define human factors test criteria 

Deslgn uSing human factors gUidance and methods 

carry out laboratory and field user evaluations 

/\ 

Usable product 

Evaluatlon ln use feeds back to the deslgn process-> 

Figure 1. 1 User-centred product deslgn: adapted from Taylor. 
b.C. & M.D. Galer User-centred design practice in 
office automat,on. In: Smith. M.J. 8. G. Salvendy. 
eds. work Vi ~h compuu~rs: organ Izat lonal, 
management. stress and health aspects. 1889. p. 
185. 

Rubln3 suggests ~ha~ user-centred evaluation has three 

obJectlves: to assess "the capabil it ies of a product by 

evaluatlng it aga,nSt the requlrements of the users; to 

uientdy the etiects of the product on the user and the 

user's ,nteractlOn w,th the system; and to identify and 

ciar,iy the scope of spec,f,c problems. However these 
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Objectives need to be translated lnto 'measurable' criter,a 

for an evaluation to take place. One such user-centred 

criterion lS ease of use 4
• Karat suggests that as people use 

software systems to achieve Certain goals 'the outcome of 

evaluating a system should be to provide a picture of how 

easily users can carry out desired tasks'e. 

1. 3 Ease of use 

The widespread application of computer technology has led to 

its use by operators who have Ilttle or no computer 

experiences. As experts in their own jobs users will 

evaluate software as a tool to aid them in the performance 

of their tasks7. The ability of users to achieve their aims 

uSlng the software depends on the match between the needs of 

the user and the functions offered by the software and the 

ability of the user to access them. The ability of the 

operator to use the software has become a crucial factor in 

determining the acceptance and ultimate success of software. 

froducts are abandoned not because they do not work, but 

because users cannot or wlll not use them. 

1. 3. I The software interface 

The software lnterface plays a crucial role in determlnlng 

the ease of use 01 tne software. It otfers the user access 

to the tunct,ons oftered by the software. The process of 

interaction between the computer and the user when 

perlormlng the task lS lllustrated in figure 1.2 
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TASK INTERFACE 

Interpret 
D i S~;;:;::~ 

nta ion language 

user 
Memory 

-I'h ink, 

Act 

Translate for 

USER User response language TOOL 

Figure 1.2 Processes involved in human-computer interaction 
adapted from Bennett, J.L. Establishing and 
meeting usability goals. In: J.L. Bennett et al. 
Visual display terminals: usability issues and 
heal th concerns. l8b4, p. 164 

A number of principles on whiCh to base software design have 

emerged based on the principles 01 cognitive psychology. 

These aim to aid the user in the performance of their tasks. 

They are as tollows: 

i. Compatibility - the structure of the system and the way 

it works should seem natural to the user. The user's 

experience of their tasks and their expectations should be 

central to the desIgn 01 tne system. Options oltered and 

information provided should match the user's requirements as 

they are periormlng tne task, and should recognise the 

inter-relationships of tasks. 
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ii. Economy - the system should achieve operations as 

qUickly as possible, in the m,nimum number of steps 

necessary and with response times and display rates sUitable 

for the task being performed. The operator should be able to 

control the pace of the interaction. Shortcuts should be 

available to knowledgeable users, for example type-ahead 

facilities. 

iii. Clarity - the structure of the system and the way it 

works should be obViOUS or self-explanatory to the user. The 

options and information available at any stage should be 

clearly and unambiguously stated. Clarity lS alded by the 

design of screens which are well-organised and structured, 

simple and uncluttered. 

iV. Consistency - the system should be consistent in its 

actlons, its d,aiogue, and in the capture and presentation 

of information. ThiS includes consistent use of command 

keys, use of terminology, placing of information on the 

screen and reactions to user inputs. 

v. Accuracy - the system should be a rel,able tool to aid 

the user in the performance of their task. Accuracy is 

encouraged by the system val,dat,ng user actlons. When 

'drastic' actions are taken, some double-check should be 

provlded to alert users to the consequences of their aCtlOns 

and allow them to change their mind, if need be. 



Vi. FleXibility - some allowance should be made for 

flexib.lity and adaptability within the system to aid the 

user in task performance. The operator should remain in 

control of the dialogue and should not be structured by a 

rigid system. If the operator needs to override system 

messages, the opportunity should be prov.ded. 

Vii. GUidance - the system should aid the user by gUiding 

them through the performance of their task. Clear, 

informative feedback on where users are in the system, what 

act.ons they have taken, the outcome of these actions, and 

what actions can or should be taken next is essential. 

Feedback and instructions should attempt to minimise user 

errors by providing sufficient information to prevent them 

occurring. 

Vi i i. Helpfulness errors that do occur should be 

identif,ed by the system, specified to the user, who should 

also be g.ven an indication of how to rectify the problem. 

Rectify.ng an error should be made as easy as possible for 

the user, so if, for example, one field is incorrect in a 

record, the whole record need not be re-entered, just the 

relevant field. 

These pr.nciples provide a framework for measuring the ease 

of use ot the software ,nterlace by assessing .ts match to 

the needs Ot the user .n relat,on to the task they are 

perlorm.ng. As such they must De appl,ed to the task 

Situation if some 'measurement' of ease of use is to be 

achleved. 
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1.4 Usability of operational software 

The concept of usability has been developed as a way of 

assessing the effectiVeness of use of operational software-. 

When software is operational the task situation includes a 

range of factors external to the software itself. The 

interacting components that determine usability have been 

discussed by a number of researchers. Eason e has constructed 

a causal framework of usability WhiCh attempts to explain 

the inter-relationship of these components. Variables of the 

task, the system and the user combine to determine the 

usability of the system. These components are illustrated in 

figure 1. 3 

f'::nowl edge 

Discretion 

Ease of learning 

Ease of use 
Frequency 

Openness 

fask match 

Figure 1.3 Eason's ,nteracting task, system and user 
varlables, adapted from booth, P.A. An 
inrroduct ion ro human-computer interact Ion. 1985, 
p. 108. 
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The inter-relatlonship of characteristics of the task 

(frequency 01 performance and how modifiable it is), the 

system (how easy it is to learn and use and the match to the 

user's task) and the user (the knowledge they have and 

choose to apply and the effort they are willing to put into 

use) determine usability. 

The environment in WhiCh task performance takes place also 

needs to be taken into consideration. The inter-relationship 

of the four components is illustrated in figure 1.4 

< 
USER 

1 

< 
\ 

>TASK 
1 I\, 

\ \1 
>TOOL 

ENVIRONMENT ____________ _ 

Figure 1.4 Components of a system adapted from Shackel B. 
The concept of usability In: J.L. Bennett et al. 
Visual display termInals: usabil,ty issues and 
heal th concerns. 1984, p. 50 

The enVironment ln th,S case includes the widest del,nit,on: 

the physical, organlsational arid social environments'O 

lncluding the layout and deslgn of the workstat,on and 

workplace, job deslgn and the organisation of work, the 

method 01 implementation and user support, and the structure 

and culture of the organisation. 
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An evaluation of operational software aims at practical 

solutions". For these to be achieved, an 'appropriate 

focus"2 and methods with WhiCh to address that focus must 

be selected. The ease 01 use of the software can be 

determined in order to assess the capabilities of the 

software to meet the requirements of the users'3 as long as 

one bears in mind that usability 'is not an inherent 

property of a computer but is a property of a particular 

system"4 and due consideration is given to its match to the 

task and characteristics and needs of the user. 

User-centred evaluation of software can attempt also to meet 

another of Rubin's obJectives, that of identifying the 

effects of a product on a user and the user's interaction 

with the product'~. ThiS can be achieved by assessing the 

effect of the software as part of the computer system on the 

operator's Job. 

It IS apparent that research has not considered, to any 

great extent, the role 01 tne software interface in 

determining the impact of new technology on the job 'B. ThiS 

is perhaps unfortunate given the apparent contradiction 

between the principles of software ergonomics which stress 

the importance of ease of use, and those of industrial 

psychology which encourage the presence of challenge and 

variety in the Job'? 
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1.5 Automation and Job design 

Technology can have a profound effect on job design and the 

quality of working life. Automation is responSible for 

changes in the working environment, in the nature of the 

work and job content, in job autonomy and methods of 

control, in skill requirements, responsibility, status and 

career paths, and .in patterns of relationships, work groups 

and communication. Changes to the job and job satisfaction 

proVide the worker with a critical framework within which to 

evaluate new technology's. Damodoran suggests that system 

design must consider the impact of the system on job design. 

Consequences of poor job design lnclude difficulties in 

implementing the system, employee apathy/hostility and use 

of the system in unplanned ways's. The impact of new 

technology on the job and on job satisfaction can be a 

crUCial measure of its success. 

1.5.1 Principles of Job design 

Despite the multitude of theories concerning job design 20 , 

there is broad agreement on the prlnciples of a 

well-designed job based on meeting the needs of indiVidual 

employees. A weil-deslgned Job a,ms to satisfy the needs of 

the indivldual in order to motivate them to fulfil their 

role Within the organ,satlon. Once the health and safety 

needs of the employee have been met, attention must be paid 

to the follOWing features: 
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i. Variety - the tasks that the worker performs should 

prOVide variety of pace, method, location and skill. Job 

rotation should take place when the enVironment lS noisy or 

dangerous or when the worker is SOCially isolated. Variety 

minimises fatigue and boredom and, if properly trained, 

ensures that the worker has a number of skills. 

ii. Challenge - a Job should prOVide the worker with 

challenge and the opportunity for problem-solving in order 

to allow them to exerCise and bUild upon their knowledge and 

Skills. 

iii. Opportunity to learn and develop - a worker should be 

able to obtaln personal and professional development from a 

job. The organisation should prOVide opportunities for the 

acquisition of new knowledge and Skills. The worker should 

see a future for themselves within the organisation. 

lV. Autonomy - workers sho~ld have some degree of control 

over their jobs. The worker should be allowed to set their 

own standards. MaXimum control over when, where and how the 

job is done should be aimed for. 

v. Ident,ty - the components of the Job should fit together 

to form a coherent unit. Incorporating preparatory or 

sequential tasks can result in a more coherent Job, as well 

as ensuring var,ety and challenge for the worker. 
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Vi. ResponSibility - the individual should take personal 

responSibility for their own work. If a worker has a 

coherent job, in WhiCh tasks fit together, their feeling of 

responSibility Will be increased. 

Vii. Support - the organisation should be structured to 

cater for the needs of .ts individual employees. ThiS helps 

to ensure that employees identify with the objectives of the 

organisation. Support can be encouraged through formal and 

informal channels of communication and an organisational 

culture whiCh fosters co-operation between workers to 

achieve organisational objectives. 

Viii. Feedback - the indiVidual should be aware of how they 

are performing. Workers need to be aware of their role 

Within the organ.sation and what is expected of them in 

order to fulfil it. Feedback can be obtained directly from 

the work itself or from co-workers. Recognition for 

performance, whether an increase in salary or a 'pat on the 

back' will.encourage workers to feel they are playing a 

useful part in the organisation. 

iX. Sense of ach.evement - a sense of achievement relates to 

the ,ndividual values and goals of the worker. Feedback and 

suppor~ structures allow the worker ~o assess themselves 

against the standards of the organisation. 
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x. Feeling of usefulness - the worker needs to feel that 

they are making a contribution that is valuable. ThiS 

perception of usefulness depends in part on the worker's own 

assessment. However, jobs should be designed so that workers 

make a Visible contribution to the finished product or 

service. 

Xi. Social contact - some form of social contact is 

essential although the degree is dependant on the needs of 

the individual and the nature of the job. 

Xii. Workload _ individuals should not be given tOO much or 

too little work. Both can result in high levels of stress. 

Although peaks and troughs in the workflow contribute to 

variety in the job, these should be under the control of the 

individual. Tasks should be clearly prioritised so that the 

worker can be sure which ones to perform first if time is 

limited. 

1.6 Job design 1n libraries 

Libraries are perceived as 'good' places to. work
2 

•• Staff 

may feel that their work makes a positive contribut10n to 

the well-being of SOCiety and consequently feel that it is 

worthwhile. In all aspects of libraiy work there is the 

potential for the indiVidual to gain a sense of achievement 

from dOing the Job well. L1brary work can offer the 

challenge of the unexpected and ample opportunity to learn 

and develop. Although there are boring and repet1tive 
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elements to the work. there is opportunity for social 

contact with other staff and library users. 

Job design in libraries has constraints placed upon it 

because of the duties that different .grades of staff can 

perform. The Library Assoc latlon22 has defined professional 

and non-professional tasks within library work. Professional 

staff plan and develop the service. non-professional staff 

are responsible for the day-to-day running of serVice 

points. Russell summarises this allocation of tasks as 

sorting out the duties which are worthy of 
the professionally qualified librarians and 
leaving the rest for the staff not in that 
category2:3 

The number of hours worked can also affect the design of 

jobs. Full-time staff often have very different jobs from 

their part-time counterparts. The latter often being given 

less variety in and con.rol over their work because it is 

assumed they do not need as well-designed a job as the 

full-time staff because they work less hours24. However 

part-time staff often themselves want different things from 

their jobs than full-time staff 2B . 

Job design is also affected by managerial poliCY. In public 

libraries the growth of team and community librarianship has 

often led to more interesting work for the non-professlonals 

as well as for the professionals 25 . The non-professionals 

take over much of the work within the library itself Which 

was traditionally part of the professionals' job such as 
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dealing with enquiries from readers. In smaller branch 

libraries it is often the staff who are available who do 

what has to be done, rather than their position whiCh 

dictates their duties. 

1.7 Job satisfaction in libraries 

Jones and Jordan summarise the findings of a number of 

surveys of job satisfaction among professional staff in 

libraries. Their results are shown in table 1.5 This table 

shows that librarians get most of their satisfaction from 

the nature of the work itself (job content) whilst the 

working enVironment (job context) provides most of the 

dissatisfaction. 

Studies of job satisfaction in libraries have found 

professional staff to be more satisfied with their jobs than 

non-professional staff 2 ,. Non-professional staff in academic 

libraries are the least satisfied of all 2e • Most 

satisfaction comes from the nature of the job and dOing it 

well or from social contact With co-workers and the library 

users 29 • Professionals are most dissatisfied with any 

uncertainty as to their role~o. Non-professionals are most 

dissatisfied with their treatment by professionals, the 

supervisory climate and llbrary policies~l. Russell's32 

survey shows that only 30-40% of non-professionals 

experience job satisfaction. 
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JOB CONTENT JOB CONTEXT 
--:----------------------------:----------------------------

S Variety 

A Involvement with users 

T Contact with books/ 
library materials 

I 
Service orientation 

s 
Personal/professional 

F growth 

Y Intellectual satisfaction/ 
use of professional 

I expertise 

N 

G 

Colleagues 

Atmosphere/work climate 

--:----------------------------1----------------------------

D 

I 

S 

S 

A 

T 

I 

S 

F 

Y 

I 

N 

G 

Routine 

Physical demands 

Management and 
organisation (staffing 
structures, supervision) 

Working conditions 
(physical aspects, 
unsocial hours of work) 

Status 

Under staff ing 

Pressure of work 

Salary 

Career prospects 

Table 1.5 Factors contributing to job satisfaction/ 
dissatisfaction of librarians, adapted from Jones, 
N. & P. Jordan. Staff management in 1 ibrary and 
information work. 2nd ed. 1887, p. 68 
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1.8 Effect of automation on library jobs 

Research on the effect of automation on jobs in libraries 

reflects that WhiCh has been undertaken on the effect of new 

technology on jobs in general. The effect of automation on 

jobs in the manufacturing sector has led to the negative 

consequences of automation being highlighted33• The computer 

sets the pace of work and makes the deCiSions for the worker 

who becomes merely an extension of the machine, performing 

boring and repetitive tasks. However, automation can 

increase the opportunity to learn and develop: new skills 

need to be acquired whiCh are often on a par with the Skills 

needed under the previous system. An increased sense of 

achievement can also result from the increased efficiency 

that automation aims for. 

Studies of the effect of automation on jobs in libraries 

~ave concentrated on the threat to professionals, notably 

cataloguers34 . Malinconic03~ describes an encroachment on 

professional judgement and a consequent deskilling of 

labour. Sense of achievement and feelings of usefulness are 

consequently greatly reduced. Rooks describ~s how automation 

can undermine the role of individuals within the 

organisation. The availability of online information removes 

the necessity of consulting the indiVidual who previously 

maintained the manual files 35
• Other studies have 

highlighted an increase in routine tasks, such as shelving, 

(due to 'a substantial increase in productivity as a result 
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of more effective circulation systems,a7). Automation can 

also lead to a reduction in contact with the library users. 

At the Polytechnic of the South Bank, for example, 

automation has enabled students to reserve items themselves 

without the help of the staff ae . 

Other studies are more positive. Bichteler offers a positive 

view of job design in an automated special library: 

the database searchers .... enjoy their 
work, find it fun, creative and challengingaS 

Armstrong points to the positive effect that automation can 

have on jobs in a small branch library, minimising 

'previously tedious tasks'40. Leggate and Dyer pOint to 

saving time and reducing boring and repetitive tasks such as 

typing and retyping, filing and producing lists as 

advantages of automation. Mention is also made of new skills 

needed such as the management of the computer system, 

dealing with faults and training4 '. Automation can therefore 

lead to increased variety, challenge and opportunities for 

learning and development, especially when the system is 

being implemented. Automation can also bring an increased 

sense of achievement and feeling of usefulness. Sykes' 

discovery that library assistants in one academic library 

gained satisfaction either from contact with the users or 

from doing the job efficiently led him to conclude that for 

those who get their satisfaction from the latter, automation 

increases job satisfaction42 . Craghill, Wilson and Neale 
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echo thiS assertion that job satisfactiOn is increased in 

many cases 

mainly by increasing the efficiency and 
effectiveness with whiCh [staffJ are able 
to do their jobs 43 

Rooks44 sees automation as an opportunity for the library to 

start afresh resulting ·in the design of jobs with the 

required features of a 'good' job. 

Following years of debate over the impact of new technology 

on job design,a number of researchers now believe that the 

impact of new technology on the organisation depends on the 

preVailing managerial climate - automation does not have 

pre-determined positive or negative effects4~. Its impact 

seems to depend on the motives underlying 
management decisions to introduce the 
technology in the first place46 

An investigation by Prince and Burtoninto the impact of 

automation on the structure of three academic libraries led 

them to suggest that 

conclusions about the impact of information 
technology cannot be formulated in simple 
terms of cause and effect: it is necessary 
to examine the inter-actions of the entire 
sOcio-technical system 47 
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They found that managerial policy had a strong influence on 

the use of new technology and attitudes to it. Such policies 

also determine factors such as the choice of the system and 

methods of implementation and training, WhiCh in turn affect 

the worker's job . 

. A user-centred evaluation of new technology in terms of its 

usability and its effect on the job must therefore take 

place within the context of the user's experience of the 

system as a whole49 • An awareness of the whole situation is 

necessary in order not only to appreciate the importance of 

factors external to the technology in determining its 

usability and effect on the job but also in order to attempt 

to identify and clarify the scope of specific problems 46 and 

to assess the relevance of the criteria chosen upon whiCh to 

evaluate the software. 
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2 The study 

2.1 Computerisation in Nottinghamshire 

In February 1989 Nottinghamshire County Libraries made the 

decision to install BooK Plus as their new computer system. 

Nottinghamshire had received proposals and on-site 

demonstrations from five companies in response to their 

SpeCification for a replacement system". 

The primary objective of the computerisation project was 

to create a stock management environment for 
controlling the acquisition of library materials 
from library suppliers, the maintenance of a 
comprehensive County catalogue of books, sound 
recordings, etc., and the ability to record 
loans information from major libraries 2

• 

The computerisation project would also 

provide a computer enVironment to permit the 
development of community information, office 
management, electronic mail, and other desirable 
functions 3

• 

The system specification document was drawn up by the 

Computer and Systems Development Officer and the Assistant 

County Librarian (Bibliographic Services). District 

Librarians saw a first draft and made few suggestions for 

changes. The specification included a functional 

specification which detailed requirements for circulation 

control, cataloguing, ordering and serials control systems, 

online publiC access, management information, publiC 
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information, local studies, electroniC mail, and theatre and 

events bookings 4
• 

The evaluation process took place in three stages: a 

financial analysis of the company; a technical assessment of 

the system; and an assessment of the level of functionality 

of the system". 

By the end of March 1991 eleven of the largest libraries in 

the Nottinghamshire Library Service were uSing the Book Plus 

system for circulation, catalogue enquiry and messaging 

purposes. A further fourteen libraries had access to the 

enquiry and messaging facilities B
• All new stock had been 

added to the system since January 19907
• Existing stock had 

been added by downloading bibliographical details from the 

previous system. A stock take of items on the shelves had 

been undertaken prior to libraries going online. The 

. acquisitions module of Book Plus was planned for 

implementation in the 1991/2 financial yearS, the current 

system being manual. 

2.2 Stapleford Library 

Stapleford library (see plate 2.1) is a community centre in 

a town without a Job Centre or DSS. Although not a 

dual-purpose library it shares a close relationship with the 

adjacent annexe of Broxtowe College of Further Education. 

The library is open 9.30am - 7.30pm on Monday, Tuesday and 

Friday; 9.30am - 1.00pm on Wednesday; 9.30am - 5.00pm on 

Thursday; and 9.00am - 1.00pm on Saturday. 
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Plate 2 . 1 Stapleford 11 brary: external v,ew 

Stapleford lIbrary has 13 staff: 2 professional staff (the 

Area Librarian and an ASSIstant L,brar,an), three full-tlme 

lIbrary assistants (,ncluding a Senior Llbrary ASSIstant) , 

three part-time lIbrary assistants (one of whom is the 

Se nior Library ASSIstant at another library), and five 

casual library assIstants (one of whom also works at another 

llbrary as a llbrary assIstant). 

Stapleford lIbrary went onli ne for circulat,on and enquIry 

in March 1990 as part of the replacement phase of the 

computer,sation proJect wh,ch Included the f,ve l,brarles 

wh,ch had been on the Plessey system (of whIch Stapleford 

was one) . 
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Stapleford llbrary has five Book Plus ter mlnal s: four dumb 

termlnals and one PS/2 (which lnco rporates the back-up 

system ) . Ter mlnals are located ln the staff/workroom ( see 

plate 2.2) , at the enquiry pOint on the first floor (see 

plate 2 .3), at the registratlon pOint on the ground floor, 

and at the lssue (PS/2) and return counters (see plate 2 .4 ) . 

The enquiry pOlnt terminal has the only printer ln the 

library attached to it . ThiS can print the screens from any 

of the termlnals ln the library. 

Plate 2.2 Stapleford llbrary: staff/workroom termlnal 
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Plate 2.3 Stapleford llbrary: enqulry pOlnt termlnal 

Plate 2 . 4 Staplelord llbrary: lssue . returns and 
reglstratlon termlnals 
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2.3 Beeston Library 

Beeston library (see plate 2.5) is headquarters for Broxtowe 

D,strict (wh,ch 1ncludes 6 libraries) . Beesto n 's 12 , 000+ 

registered borrowers include student s and staff of 

Nott1ngham Un1versity wh,ch 1S close by. The library 1S open 

9.30am - 7.30pm Monday to Wed nesday a nd Friday; 9 . 30am -

1.00pm on Thursday and 9 . 00am - 1.00pm o n Sat urday. 

Plate 2.5 Beeston library: external view 
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Beeston library has 26 staff: five professional staff (the 

District Librarian, the Children's Co-ordinator, the Area 

Librarian, and two Assistant Librarians), siX full-time 

library assistants (including a Senior Library Assistant), 

four job share library assistants, four part-time library 

assistants (including two who work at another library, one 

as a Senior Library Assistant there) and five casual library 

assistants (including two who work at other librar ies in 

Nottinghamshire). The staff also includes the District 

Administrative Officer and a part-time clerical assistant. 

Although previously a photocharging library, Beeston was 

also included in the replacement phase of the 

computerisation project, but for catalogue /e nquiry functions 

only - by virtue of it being the headquarters for Broxtowe 

District of which Stapleford was a part. Beeston library 

went online for circulat ion in November 1990 , as part of the 

first phase of development. 

Beeston library has eight Book Plus terminals: six dumb 

terminals and two PS/2s (incorporating the back-up system). 

A terminal is located in both of the workr oo ms - behind the 

counter area (see plate 2 .6 ) and on the first floor (see 

plat e 2 . 7 ). There are four terminals at the i ssue/returns 

counter ( see plate 2.8 ) and one in the Junior library (see 

plate 2 . 9) . The term,nal on the enquiry desk (see p late 

2.10) has a printer attached to ,t. It can print screens 

from the enqu,ry desk te rmin al only . 
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ill 

Plate 2.6 Beeston llbrary: workroom term,nal - ground floor 

Pate 2.7 Beeston llbrary: workroom term,nal - f,rst floor 
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Plate 2 .8 Beeston l I brary: issue and retur ns te rmlna ls 
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Plate 2.10 Beeston l.brary: enquiry point terminal 
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2.4 Method 

This study aims to evaluate the BooK Plus library 

housekeeping system as used by the Nottinghamshire Library 

Service. The evaluation is user-centred, from the point of 

View of staff use the system at serVice pOints and who have 

not previously been formally asked for their opinions of the 

system. 

Limitations of time and the desire to gain a detailed 

comments from staff determined the sample Size. The two 

libraries chosen are representative of two types of library 

within one district - an branch library and a district 

headquarters. At the time of the study Broxtowe was the only 

district in Nottinghamshire whiCh had two such different 

libraries uSing Book Plus. Both libraries had been using 

Book Plus for long enough to be familiar with it. 

Given the scope of information sought, interviews, 

questionnaires, observation and use of documents were all 

considered to be useful as methods of data collection. 

The study took place at the end of May 1991. 
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2.4.1 Interviews 

Initial interviews (unstructured) were held with the 

Assistant County Librarian (Bibliographic Services) and the 

Computer and Systems Development Officer to gain information 

about Book Plus from their pOint of View and to diSCUSS the 

research design with them. The then librarian for Broxtowe 

district was also present at one of the interviews. 

Interviews were held with the Area Librarians and Senior 

Library Assistants for Beeston and Stapleford. An 

introductory letter was sent prior to these interviews, the 

purpose of whiCh was to introduce the project (see appendix 

one). The interviews established personal contact with the 

library managers. They were used to obtain background 

information on the libraries and general opinions of Book 

Plus. 

2.4.2 Pilot study 

A pilot study was carried out in the Arts Library, Angel 

Row, Nottingham. The questionnaire was given to four staff. 

No changes needed to be made to it. (Staff just asked why it 

was not being given out to all the staff in 

Nottinghamshire!). A short period of observation determined 

that observation could be a lot more detailed than had been 

originally thought possible. 
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2.4.3 Questionnaires 

Questionnaires (see appendix two) were delivered a week 

before the observation period so that the relatively high 

levels of casual staff would have the opportunity to fill 

them in. 

The questionnaire comprised of a mixture of closed and 

open-ended questions with an indication that respondents 

could enlarge upon any answers or add comments on aspects of 

Book Plus not asked about. The questionnaire was divided 

into SiX sections as follows: 

i. introduction/explanation 

This section gave respondents information about the study 

and aimed to encourage a high level of honest responses to 

the questions. 

i i. basic information on the job and duties (q. 1 - 5) 

ThiS section sought to obtain basic information in order to 

categorise staff by post and hours worked and to establish 

if any groups of staff were not represented. An attempt was 

made to gain an overall picture of the distribution of tasks 

and the. use of Book Plus in the library. Question five, as 

well as establishing whether the respondent had worked at 

the library prior to the use of Book Plus also directed 

respondents to the appropriate section of the questionnaire 

to fill in next. 
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iii. changes Book Plus has made to the job (q. 6 - 9) 

ThiS section sought to establish any changes to the 

allocation of duties. to feelings about the job or the 

content of the job since the implementation of Book Plus. 

Questions were based on theories of job design and research 

on the impact of automation on the job. 

iV. feelings about the job (q. 10 - 12) 

ThiS section asked for details about job content and 

feelings about the job as it stands now Book Plus is in use. 

No attempt was made to ascertain what staff wanted from 

their jobs. Questions were again based on theories of job 

design. 

v. comments on use and usability of Book Plus (q. 13 - 17) 

This section asked general questions about the use of Book 

Plus. Questions attempted to measure ease of task 

performance and the match of features of the software 

interface to the needs of the user when performing their 

tasks. No particular functions were addressed by the 

questionnaire. leaving staff to suggest these as they 

wished. The inclusion of specific functions would have made 

the questionnaire unwieldy and difficult to administer as 

well as having only limited value given the nature of human 

memory. 
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vi. general opinions on Book Plus (q. 18 & 19) 

This section gave respondents the opportunity to air 

opinions of a general nature based upon their experience of 

Book Plus. The findings allowed the criteria chosen by WhiCh 

to evaluate Book Plus (usability and its effect on the job) 

to themselves be evaluated to ascertain whether they were 

among the major concerns staff had when evaluating a 

system. 

The eleven staff from Stapleford who completed the 

questionnaire included both professionals, all three 

full-time non-pr6fessionals, two part-time and four casual 

staff. The thirteen staff from Beeston who completed the 

questionnaire included one of the professionals, five 

full-time non-profesionals, five part-timers (including 

three job-share staff) and two casual staff. 

This is too small a number for any statistical analYSiS of 

the results, or for any firm conclusions to be drawn. 

However, user-centred evalaution emphaSises the opinions of 

individual users who bring their knowlegdge and experience 

to the evalution of the rpoduct. As such, the results 

pinpoint areas of concern for the staff of Beeston and 

Stapleford libraries whiCh may also be relevant in other 

libraries. 
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2.4.4 Observat,on 

The period of observation aimed at gaining more detailed 

information on the use of Book Plus. Objectives of the 

observation were: 

i. to establish whether Book Plus met the functional 

requirements of library staff when performing tasks 

ii. to establish how easy operators found Book Plus to use 

in a number of different situations 

iii. to establish patterns of use, misuse and non-use of 

Book Plus and posSible reasons for these 

iV. to identify factors Which ,nfluenced the use and levels 

of acceptability of Book Pius 

v. to lnvestigate system response times (identified as a 

problem durlng the in,tial interViews with the library 

managers). 

The observatlon was a full-time actlvlty for the perlods 

lnvolved ln order to see Book Plus belng used tor as many 

'normal' library operations as POSSible whilst caUSing 

mlnimal disruptlons to the work,ng rout,ne of the library. 

Throughout the observation period, although not prompted, 

staff olten commented on the system and their use of it. 
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These comments were noted and have formed some of the detail 

of attitudes to and opinions of specific functions, the ease 

of use of the system and changes to the job. 

The periods of observation were four and five days in 

Stapleford and Beeston libraries respectively. 

2.4.5 Documents 

Additional information on Stapleford and Beeston libraries 

and their use of Book Plus was gathered by analysing library 

statistiCS and exception reports for the latest available 

week prior to the observation periods (see appendices three 

and four). Access to the system speCification and internal 

memos regarding the computerisation project was also given. 

Job descriptions (see appendix five) and timetables for both 

libraries were also referred to. 

2.4.6 Confidentiality 

Staff indicated that if replies were linked to individuals 

then any negative comments made might compromise their 

situation at work. Therefore, at the risk of comprOmising 

the results of the research, they were given a guarantee 

that they would not be identified in any way other than 

within the categories of profeSSional or non-professional 

and full-time, part-time (including job-share) or casual at 

each library. ThiS was felt to be essential to encourage 

honesty and to convince staff that any negative comments 

they made could not rebound on them. 
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3 Book Plus; usability 

3.1 Themes identified in the literature 

Ensuring the usability of software is deemed essential when 

it is being used by operators who are not computer experts. 

Although this is often the case in libraries, library 

housekeeping software is seldom evaluated in terms of its 

ease of use. Boe', however, demonstrates the importance of 

ease of use as a criterion for the selection of an automated 

circulation control system given the characteristiCS of the 

staff who are going to use the system and the nature of the 

work at the issue counter. 

As experts in their own jobs, library staff will evaluate 

the software as a tool to aid them in the performance of 

their tasks. An evaluation of the usability of software will 

centre on the needs of the staff when performing their 

tasks. The match of the design features of the software 

interface are of crucial importance in determining the 

usability of the software. However an evaluatiOn of 

operatiOnal software must consider the whole environment in 

whiCh the software is used because this environment will 

affect the usability of the software. 
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3.2 Use of Book Plus at Stapleford and Beeston libraries 

Stapleford and Beeston libraries use Book Plus for 

circulation and stock control. Items are issued to 

individual borrowers and to other libraries to satisfy 

requests for their borrOwers. Both libraries place 

reservatiOns for their own readers and for the 

non-computerised libraries in their area (Stapleford for 

Toton and Beeston for Inham Nook). Stock comes into 

Stapleford and Beeston to satisfy their own requests. The 

system ,s used to deal with enquiries and readers advisory 

work. 

New borrowers are registered at both libraries. At 

Staple ford, previously on the Plessey system, the old 

borrower cards can be used. At Beeston, new cards need to be 

made for each reader. 

New items are added to district stock at Beeston. If they 

are Beeston stock they are then located to Beeston. Items 

sent to Stapleford for addition to the,r stock are located 

there. The computerised librar,es in the district also 

change the locations of the circulating district stock as 

need be. 

Beeston deals with the b,nding for the district. Items are 

withdrawn from stock at both librar,es. 

For numbers of the above transactions in one week (trom Book 

Plus statiSt,CS) please refer to appendix three). For a 

descriptiOn of the software, please refer to appendix SiX. 
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3.3 Ease of task performance 

Nineteen of the staff who responded to the questionnaire 

found Book Plus easy to use, four did not (including one who 

added hopefully 'not yet'). The four staff who did not find 

Book Plus easy to use were all part-time or casual 

non-professional staff, three of them were staff at 

Beeston. 

When asked WhiCh tasks were easiest to perform uSing Book 

Plus staff a large number of staff listed issues and 

returns. More staff at Beeston found all or nearly all the 

tasks they had to perform easy. There were a large number of 

tasks that only one or two staff found easy to perform, 

especially at Beeston. 

When asked WhiCh tasks they found hardest to perform using 

Book Plus staff ind,cated that enquiries gave them the most 

difficulty, although in both libraries a substantial number 

of staff ind,cated that none of the tasks were hard to 

perform. At Beeston, moving between functions and sWitching 

Book Plus off were ldentified as problems by five staff in 

all. None of the staff at Stapleford cited these as 

operations they had major problems With. 

A breakdown of the replies is given in table 3. I Some staff 

Ilsted more than one actlvity as those whiCh they found 

eaSiest or hardest to perform using Book Plus. 
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Table 3.1 Tasks whIch staff found easIest and hardest to 
perform uSing Book Plus 

-----------------------------------------------------

ActiVity 
Easiest Hardest 

:---------------:--------------: 
:Stap. 
: n= 11 

Beeston 
n=12 

:Stap. 
: n= 11 

Beeston: 
n=12 

:----------------------:---------------:--------------: 
:All/nearlyall 2 5 

:lssue 7 6 

:Return 7 6 

:Membership 2 1 2 1 

:Renewal 1 1 

:Loan enquiries 1 

:Withdrawal 1 

:Reservations 2 1 2 

:Catalogue enquirIes 1 4 5 

:Forgotten tIckets 1 

:MovIng between tasks 3 

:SwItching oif 2 

.: None 1 2 3 

:No response 1 2 3 4 

-----------------------------------------------------

WhiCh tasks were tound easy and hard to perform at each 

lIbrary depended on the way Jobs were designed. At beeston, 

where staff had their own tasks, more tasks were cited as 

easy by Just one member oi staff because they would be the 

only one performing them. The definit,on of all/nearly all 

tasks perlormed Included lewer tasks at Beeston. 

Frequency of performance was a factor identified as 

contributing to ease 01 use by a number 01 staff at both 

librarIes, both full-time and part-time. 
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The one member of staff who found catalogue enquiries the 

easiest task to perform gave her reason as: 

its probably what I do most 

The three staff who listed reservations as the tasks they 

found hardest to perform also gave infrequency of 

performance of this task as their reason. Part-time and 

casual staff also felt less able to deal with 'unusual' 

situations: 

I find I can only remember basic functions 
and therefore have to rely on the full-time 
staff much more than before 

Training was identif.ed as a factor affecting their ability 

to use the software by SiX staff (five at Beeston and one at 

StapleiordJ. The latter suggested that ease of use of the 

software as a whole depended on training, saying of tasks 

that 

none are particularly difficult provided 
right tra.n.ng given 

Insufficient training was cited by one of the 

non-profesSionals at beeston as her reason for finding the 

keyword search difficult. There was a general feeling at 

Beeston among non-proiess.onal staff that they had not been 

told enough to use the system properly: 
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There are still a lot of things about Book 
Plus for me to learn, the professionals 
seem to keep the 'short-cuts' etc to 
themselves 

3.4 The software Interface 

The design of the software interface is an essential 

determinant of the usability of the software. Features of 

the software interface, such as response times, system 

structure and error handling, contribute to the ability of 

the software to support the operator in the performance of 

the,r tasks. A number of principles on which to base 

.software interface design so that it aids the user in the 

performance of their tasks have emerged from a reView of the 

literature. They are: compatibility, economy, clarity, 

consIstency, reliab,lity, fleXibility, accuracy, gUidance 

and helpfulness. 

3.4. I Response time 

Response times should allow the user to work at the most 

SUitable pace for the task. The pace sUItable for the user 

when performIng the task WIll be determ,ned partly by the 

external pressures on the user to complete the task lfor 

example a queue of people or a back log 01 work). However, 

characterist,cs of the user WIll also determine the speed at 

which they want to work. 
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At Stapleford and Beeston libraries the response times of 

Book Plus varied throughout the day depending on how busy 

the county mainframe computer was. Particularly slow times 

occurred when the libraries throughout the county were busy 

or when they were logging off. Response times also varied 

from one terminal to another depending on the password used 

to sign on. Those WhiCh were signed on with the circulation 

control password had a speedier response time no matter what 

functions were used on them. 

The slowness and unpredictability of the response times of 

Book Plus was a major cause of irritation to staff: 

you are only able to work at the speed of the 
computer at the time WhiCh can vary at times 

Table 3.2 shows the response times for a selection of 

activities. 

Table 3.2 Response times in seconds for activities at 
service points based on 30 random obserVations in 
each case 

:Fastest: Most :Slowest: 
:Activity : often : 
:---------------------------------------------------------: 
:Response to input of borrower no 2 4 74 

:Response to input of item no. I 2 5 

:Override overdue message 3 b 60 

:Override reservations message 1 3 6 

:Response to bi b. enquiry 1 3 30 , on short title , 

:Response to eire. enquiry 2 8 60 
: on short title 
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The results show that wh1lst response times can be qUick, on 

the occasions when they are slow they make the software 

Virtually unworkable. However, even the qUickest response 

times recorded for the input of a borrower number, 

overriding an overdue message or a Circulation enqUiry on a 

short title (all frequently performed tasks) were relatively 

slow. The combination of inputting a borrower number, 

overriding an overdue message and issuing six. items to a 

borrower resulted in a transaction lasting at least eleven 

seconds. 

Expectation of poor response times made staff unwilling to 

perform certain tasks at certa,n times. For example, stock 

work was avo1ded between 4.30 and 5.00 when Bibliographic 

SerVices were 10gglng-off. However, staff could not always 

predict in advance when the response times were going to 

slow down. Use of Book Plus was even aVOided at serVice 

pOints, for example follOWing a 74 second response time 

after the input 01 a borrower number at issue, the operator 

did not use Book Plus for 15 minutes and wrote down borrower 

and item numbers to enter later. 

Response times also affected the time it took to move from 

one task to another. Table 3.3 g,ves the t1me 1n seconds for 

movement between a number of functions. Again, for two of 

the operat1ons (catalogue enqu1ry to borrower proceSSing and 

item addition to catalogue enquiry) even the fastest times 

were relatively slow. The time recorded did, after all, 

indicate only the time taken to move to the reqUired 

iunct10n and not to complete the whole task. 
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Table 3.3 T,me 1n seconds for movement between functions 
for terminals at serVice pOints 

---------------------------------------------------------
:Fastest: Most :Slowest 

:Activity often : 
:---------------------------------------------------------

:Catalogue enquiry to borrower 5 8 35 

proCessing' 

:Issues to returns" 1 3 8 

: Item addition to catalogue 10 20 50 

enquiry:3 

: Interrupt reservation to 2 1 1 15 

catalogue enquiry" 

---------------------------------------------------------

, Beeston enquiry desk terminal (20 observations) 
., Beeston jUniOr library terminal (30 observations) 
:3 Stapleford enquiry desk and Beeston jUniOr library 

terminals (15 observations) 
.. Both enqu1ry desk terminals (30 observations) 

The times in table 3.3 again show large variations between 

the qUickest and the slowest times recorded during periods 

of observat1on. However, even the fastest" and most frequent 

times are relatively slow given that these are operations 

performed when the publ1c are waiting. System structure and 

the organisat10n of functions Within menus limits the 

fastest t1mes w1th wh,ch movement between functiOns can be 

performed. 
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3.4.2 System structure 

System structure should be compatible with the user's task. 

The system should be structured so as to enable the user to 

perform their tasks at their own pace, with the minimum 

number of steps to be taken between tasks Which are 

performed together. FleXibility is important as it is likely 

that the .grouping of tasks will differ from library to 

library and will in any case be dependant upon the 

allocation and siting of terminals in the library. 

In many cases, the grouping of functions within menus did 

not match the needs of staff performlng a succession of 

different tasks (whether they were dOing thiS because of the 

way tasks were organised or because they had been 

interrupted whilst performing a task). Staff generally felt 

they spent tOO much tlme moving from one function to 

another. The relationship between the catalogue enquiry and 

the messaging fac,l,ty (both tasks performed on the enquiry 

desk) was a problem: 

having to go through a couple of menu screens 
to get back to messages or to get to menu for 
sending messages 

Partlcular problems arose at Beeston wlth tWO staff 

identifying moving between functions as the 'task' they 

found hardest to perform USing Book Plus (see table 3.1) 

ThiS is because terminals at Beeston are used for a greater 
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cluster of tasks than those at Stapleford so staff moved 

between functions more often. For example at anyone time 

the enquiry desk terminal at Beeston can be being used for 

inputting reservatiOns, dealing With enquiries from 

borrowers, borrower registration, sending and receiving 

messages and telephone renewals. At Stapleford at anyone 

time the enquiry desk can be being used for inputting 

reservations, dealing with enquiries from borrowers and 

sending and receiving messages. 

Much of the flexibility of the structure of Book Plus is 

taken for granted by staff, for example the integration of 

the catalogue enqUiry and reservatlons functions. The 

structure of Book Plus has meant it has been adapted to 

local Situations to some extent. For example, staff can 

access the renewals facility offered by Book Plus through 

borrower proceSSing (Stapleford's route); issues (Beeston's 

counter route); and borrower enqUiry (Beeston's other 

terminals route). Such fleXibility has enabled the software 

to fit in with the pressure of work at serVice points, 

despite slow response tlmes undermining many of the 

advantages. 

The ability to move between the circulation and catalogue 

enquirY/reservat,on modules eaSily has helped staff when 

answering questions from readers and when dealing With 

queries that arlse from their own work. However the ability 

to move around Within the Circulation module without 

return,ng to a menu screen lS only partly used by staff. 
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For example terminals on the issue counter are infrequently 

used for other functions such as borrower processing or 

catalogue enquiry/reservations because staff do not have 

time to sWitch between functions. The jUniOr library at 

Beeston is an exception, as its one terminal must be used 

for all functions. 

Keeping issue and return term,nals fixed to their specific 

functions is practised mainly to keep the throughput of 

borrowers high, and to let those who simply want items 

issued to be dealt with qUickly. Ensuring speedy 

transactions was very important at both libraries, although 

staff made time to deal with problems. Users with lengthy 

queries were usually moved to another terminal (if one was 

available) so that they can be dealt with without staff 

panicking about a queue forming. 

3.4.3 Display and presentation of information 

Information should be presented to the user in a way that is 

compatible to the,r needs when they are performing their 

tasks. Screens should be sequenced in such a way that the 

information presented on them relates to the needs of the 

user. The layout of screens should be clearly structured and 

uncluttered. Sim,lar categor,es of informatlon should be 

presented to the user in a consistent manner to aid their 

understand,ng ot It. 
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An online integrated llbrary housekeeping system provides 

library staff with a great deal of information and this was 

acknowledged as a major benefit by staff. Many staff 

indicated that additional information was welcomed by 

readers, espeCially at Beeston where the preViOUS 

photocharging system meant that staff could not give readers 

any information about items they had on loan. 

The prOViSion of item details on the issue screen was very 

useful for staff not only as it enabled them to check that 

the item and barcode matched, but also if they were 

interrupted they could look at the screen to ascertain at 

what pOint they were in the transaction. The amount of 

information shown on the borrower loans screen was helpful 

in enabling readers to identify items if there was a query 

as to whether they still had the item on loan. 

Staff made few comments about the deSign of screens, taking 

for granted that the conSistent positioning of Similar 

information and the use of colour coding whiCh helped them 

in the performance of thelr tasks. Two problems were 

identif,ed, however. Item status messages that appeared at 

the base of the screen were occaSionally overlooked by 

staff, who continued to wand in the barcodes of items 

regardless, only to have to remove items from the trolley 

when they noticed the messages. 

One member of staff also mentloned specif,c problems With 

the presentat,on of lnformation on the borrower registration 

screens: 
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typing in details requires particular 
attention to detail as certain screens eg 
date of birth etc not clearly laid out 

Within the catalogue enquiry/reservations option staff had 

particular problems as the information required at 

particular pOints of a catalogue enquiry was not available 

on the screen, but had to be obtained by accessing another 

screen. 

All of the staff who used the catalogue enquiry option 

expressed some reservations about the amount of information 

provided on the short title screen. There was often not 

enough information to enable staff to decide whether the 

item was relevant. This meant that staff had to constantly 

'flick back and forward' to find 'basic bib. details and 

information'. SpecifiC examples of details that should have 

been included on the short title screen given by staff 

included currency and format for travel gUides and videos 

respectively. 

There were also problems with accessing the location 

information reqUired. Access to the stock of their own 

library and that of their district was most important to 

staff. But stafl had problems wIth thIs as they had to 'go 

into' each record separately to find location information. 

Problems therefore arose when dealIng with enquir,es such 

as: 

what does this library have on a certain 
subject? 
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Such enquir,es were the most frequent at both libraries 

during the periods of observation as borrowers often wanted 

a book immed,ately, if there was one available. 

Staff also found the information on waiting lists misleading 

and irrelevant. A reservatiOn enquiry on a reserved item 

would result in a county-wide waiting list for that title. 

It was difficult for staff to pick out their waiting list 

from amongst the others. 

Whilst in the above two examples the information was 

presented on a countY-Wide baSiS when staff needed it to be 

more specifiC to their library, on the one occasion when 

staff needed information to clearly show the countY-Wide 

holdings in district order (because thiS is the order they 

messaged other libraries in) they were disappOinted. On the 

locations screen WhiCh showed countY-Wide holdings for a 

speCifiC title: 

locations being given in addition order is 
confUSing. It would be eaSier if laid out in 
district order 

Two of the profeSSional staff felt that Book Plus prOVided 

them with ,nsuff,c,ent management information. Staff could 

appreciate the wealth of information collected by the system 

but 1t was not extracted and presented to them. Breakdowns 

by terminal and stock category were deemed essential as aids 

to planning staff1ng levels and train1ng and stock 

profiling. The prOViSion of reports of messages that staff 
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had overridden were of some use to the Senior Library 

AssIstant, although this depended on if they had enough time 

to scrutinise them, and they often did not. 

3.4.4 System messages 

System messages and prompts should contain terminology that 

relate to the users' tasks. They should be consistent, clear 

and unambiguous and prOVide gUidance and help to the user. 

The number and format of the messages should reflect the 

needs of the user - too many Will get in the way of a more 

experienced user, too few Will leave the inexperienced user 

with no knowledge of whether they are acting correctly or 

what to do next in order to complete their task. 

Staff pOinted to a number of problems With system messages 

and prompts. There were too may unnecessary messages and 

thiS was compounded by their inaccuracy. 

Messages referring to the status of borrowers or items were 

felt to be a problem by staff as many of them were 

unnecessary. Status messages were not required when the 

borrowers were other libraries, but messages referrIng to 

overdue Items or reservat,ons awaitIng collectIon stIll 

appeared. In all cases staff overrode them. Another status 

message whIch was of l,m,ted use, was the one wh,ch 

,ndicated that an item was from another location. Although 

always acted upon on return, It was always overrladen on 

.ssue. AppendiX four indicates the number of times the above 

messages were overr.dden in one week. 
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Slow response times compounded problems with status 

messages. Table 3.2 illustrates the response times of Book 

Plus following staff overriding of 'borrower has items 

overdue' and 'reservations awaiting collection for this 

borrower' messages. Even the fastest recorded response times 

for these two operations were in fact relatively slow given 

the frequency with WhiCh they occurred. 

Problems with messages were compounded because they were 

inaccurate. There were a number of reasons for thiS, 

stemming both from the software and from organisation of 

work. The slow processing times of the returns facility 

meant that most readers who apparently had items overdue had 

in fact returned them earlier that day. Although extremely 

useful in identifying defaulters, the 'borrower has items 

overdue' message was therefore very often overridden by 

staff because of the bad-feelings it caused. ThiS, and the 

·fact that the software WhiCh produced overdues had not yet 

been implemented, led to a loss of stock WhiCh two staff 

commented on .. 

Limitations of the van delivery system which transported 

inter-library loans throughout Nottinghamshire led to staff 

ignoring the 'reservations awaiting collection for this 

reader' message. When staff did go to check the reservation 

shelves the items had either not yet arrived or was awaiting 

processing. Staff knowledge as to the whereabouts of 

reserved items was usually more reliable than the 

information provided by Book Plus. 
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At all times staff fleXibility, allowed by their ability to 

override messages, in what otherwise might appear to be a 

stringent, inflexible and inaccurate system made some 

compensation for the preponderance of inappropriate 

messages. 

3.4.5 Error handling 

When an operator makes a mistake they should be able to 

correct it easily. The user should be told that there is an 

error, what it is and be given help in order to rectify it 

as easily as possible. Flexibility is important as some 

users will need more help than others. The software should 

validate user actions to ensure that seriOUS errors do not 

occur. Users should be able to rely on the information that 

is presented to them. 

Two staff identified the problems caused by the lack of a 

'cancel' or 'interrupt' key to undo an input WhiCh they knew 

to be wrong: 

occasionally mistakes cannot be rectified 
qUickly partlcularly a keyboard error once the 
instruction has been entered 

ThiS could be a problem when the operation was taking some 

time, for example searching for an incorrect keyword. 
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The accuracy of the ,nformat,on provided by Book Plus was a 

major problem. The accuracy of loans information was 

threatened by slow processing tImes (discussed in section 

3.4.4). Slow processing times also led to the summary 

facility within the item locatlon transfer option seemingly 

being unreliable at adding up how many items had been 

transferred because it often took some time for all the 

transfers to be processed. 

There were differences of opin,on concerning the accuracy 

and comprehensiveness of the database. The standard of 

catalogulng was blamed for the inability to find items and 

it brought into question the usefulness of some of the 

access pOints. Staft had particular difficulty accesslng 

Videos, maps and language courses. The keyword search was 

deemed part,cularly 'temperamental': 

l'm not entIrely convlnced how well it 
tlnds lnformatlon 

At Beeston a spot-CheCK on the amount of stock input prlor 

to gOing onilDe showed tnat onlY 30% was on the database. 

Th,s led to staff: 

beIng unable to trace a book on Book Plus 
even ~ilOUgll you may be sure it IS in stock 
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Staff were also concerned that missing stock was not being 

highlighted on Book Plus. However, little use was made of 

the facility to indicate that stock was missing either 

because staff had insufficient time or because they believed 

that the item was not really missing, just in the 'bermuda 

triangle'. 

Staff at Beeston library vOiced concern that Book Plus was 

not cancelling reservations: 

readers often get the same requested book 
tWice if we don't cancel their request before 
issuing it - mere issuing does not cancel the 
request as it should 

ThiS was believed to be a problem because readers often 

picked up requested items on behalf of another member of 

their family. (This factor had been responsible for the 

downfall of the fines facility of Book Plus!) However staff 

at Beeston believed that Book Plus was not even 

automatically cancelling reservations even if the reader who 

had placed the reservation picked it up. They tackled this 

problem by cancelling all reservations 'manually' prior to 

its issue. This problem was not recognised at Stapleford 

library. 
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3.5 Support given by the software interface 

Staff were asked about aspects of Book Plus that they found 

irritating and/or confusing and about features of the 

software interface and their ease of use with respect to the 

aid they gave them in the performance of their tasks. Many 

of the specific comments staff made were discussed in the 

previous sections. However, summaries of the findings are 

presented in tables 3.4 and 3.5 They provide an indication 

of the scope of the problems and the differences between 

Beeston and Stapleford libraries. 

The features whiCh staff found irritating and/or confusing 

are shown in table 3.4 A number of staff mentioned more than 

one feature. System response times and the structure of the 

system posed particular problems, reference was also made to 

the quality of the database and slow processing times. 

Differences between the libraries are fairly substantial. 

The ten staff at Beeston, who responded, list 26 grievances 

between them, compared to 14 listed by the nine staff who 

responded at Stapleford. Staff at Beeston account for all 

but one of the cases where system structure is identified as 

a problem and 3/4 of those in which response times are 

mentioned. The mismatch between the structure of the system 

and how and when tasks were performed together is very 

apparent at Beeston. 
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Table 3.4 Parts of the system found to be irritating and/or 
confusing 

-------------------------------------------------
:Stapleford 
: n=11 

:----------------------------:----------
:All 

:Slow response times 3 

:Awkward system structure 1 

:Slow processing times 3 

:Poor quality of the database 2 

Hard to correct mistakes 2 

Unnecessary messages 1 

No response 2 

Beeston : 
n=12 

---------: 
1 

9 

10 

2 

1 

1 

2 
-----~-~---~----------------:----------:---------: 
Total 14 26 
-------------------------------------------------

Responses to question thirteen of the questionnaire 

illustrate staff responses .to their ability to use specific 

features of the software interface. The replies are 

illustrated in table 3.5 

The ability of staff to override messages when need be is 

the most Posit,ve feature .of the software interface with 

almost half of the staff being .able to .do this all of the 

time. ThiS was Just as well given the number of unnecessary 

or inaccurate system messages. 

Just under a third of staff overall indicated that they 

could always rely on the information given by Book Plus. 

These replies reflect comments made by staff concerning the 

accuracy of information in general provided by Book Plus. 
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Differences in replies between the libraries reflect 

comments made concerning the accuracy of the database, where 

specifiC problems have been identified by staff at Beeston. 

Table 3.5 Support given by software in task performance 

:Always IS/times: Never: 
When uSing Book Plus can you?* 

: S B : S B : S B • 

Work at your own pace 1 2 10 4 3 

Get to the screen you want eas i ly 2 8 8 1 1 

: Get any information you want 1 2 8 7 1 

:Rely on any information given 4 2 7 5 1 

:Override any messages if need be 5 5 6 5 

:Correct errors easily 2 1 8 5 1 1 
---------------------------------------------------------

Stapleford n=ll; Beeston n=12 

* Some staff did not respond to some of the questions 

None of the staff at Beeston indicated that they could get 

to the screen they wanted easily. Differences between the 

replies of staff at both libraries regarding this aspect of 

the software interface reflected differences in the match 

between the structure of the system and the organisation of 

tasks. 

The feature which was lacking for most staff was the ability 

to work at their own pace. Staff at Beeston accounted for 

all of those who could never work at their own pace. The 

ability to work at one's own pace was a crucial factor in 
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determining wh,ch tasks were easIest to perform. For 

example, one member of staff who found none of the tasks 

easy attributed thiS to them all taking too much time. 

Overall, the number 01 operatIons that staft could always, 

sometimes or never perform can be compared. One of the 

prolesslonals at 5tapleford had most support from the 

software in task performance overall. The only thing that 

she was not always able do was work at her own pace. 

Eighteen of the staff overall indicated that they could 

sometImes or always periorm all 01 the operatIons aSKed 

about. Five part-time or casual non-professional staff were 

responsible ior the eIght 'never' repl,es. Two of these had 

also ,nd,cated that Book Plus was difficult to use overall. 

3.6 D,scussIon of the results 

On the whole the desIgn of the sOltware meets the prInciples 

01 clarIty, gUIdance, helpfulness and consIstency ,although 

not in the case 01 response times for the latter). The 

deSIgn and layout 01 Inrormatlon on screens IS clear and 

messages are helplul and informa~ive. ThiS results in staff 

usually Knowlng wnere lfley are In a ~ask and wi,at to do 

next. The comb,nat,on 01 prInCIples that are met suggests 

~hat the sottware InterI~ce !las been cieslgned to take 

account oi the neeas O! InexperIenced or InI'requent users. 
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The fact that 19 out of the 23 staff who responded to the 

questionnaire found Book Plus easy to use overall indicates 

that the design of the software interface is successfully 

meeting the needs of the users in many respects. However, 

staff had problems with tasks which they performed less 

frequently or had not been trained to do. These were two of 

the variables contributing to usability identified in the 

literature. These findings have implications for part-time, 

casual and job share staff who also had most problems with 

features of the software interface and accounted for all of 

those who did not find Book Plus easy to use overall. 

Problems with the design of the software interface reflect 

its failure to meet the principles of compatibility, 

fleXibility, economy and accuracy. Problems with system 

structure and the sequencing of information result in these 

features of the dialogue design being incompatible with the 

needs of all the users when performing certain tasks. This 

suggests little analysis of tasks prior to the modification 

of Book Plus for use in Nottinghamshire libraries. 

Problems with response and processing times suggest that the 

power needed was under-estimated. ThiS too suggests little 

awareness of the needs of the libraries. 

There is an apparent contradiction between the majOrity of 

staff finding Book Plus easy to use overall but staff only 

being supported in the periormance of their tasks by the 
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software interface some of the time and being irritated or 

confused by number of the features of the software 

interface. ThiS can be explained by staff finding the 

software itself easy to use, but not usable given the 

constraints placed upon it by the environment it is used 

in: 

we have the publiC to distract us and 
the wantonising effect of the screen 
and the bleeps makes it very easy to 
make mistakes 

ThiS suggests that gUidelines for the design of usable 

software can be followed, but they can only guarantee 

usability to a certain degree. Any definition of usability 

dep·ends to a great extent on the environment in WhiCh the 

product is used. 

Differences in the degree to which Book Plus is deemed 

usable by staff at Beeston and Stapleford libraries also 

supports the view that the usability of operational software 

cannot be measured by an analysis of the software interface 

alone, and that the enVironment (physical, social and 

organisational) has a large role to play. 

At Beeston, for example, staff require more fleXibility and 

ease of movement between options as terminals are used for a 

greater cluster of tasks than at Stapleford. The reason for 

thiS is threefold. Pressure of work means that there are 
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simply more tasks to perform (see appendix three for numbers 

of transactions); the ratio of staff to terminals (25:8 

compared to 9:5 at Stapleford) means that there is more 

pressure on staff to complete their tasks when there is a 

terminal available for them to use; and the distribution of 

duties is such that whilst staff have their own duties, 

other general duties, such as dealing with telephone 

renewals, can be performed by any member of staff who has 

access to a terminal. ThiS results in staff having to 

constantly interrupt their tasks in order to deal with 

others. Even in the work area behind the issue counter, 

staff on the terminal have to interrupt their tasks 

(normally reservations) in order to answer the telephone. 

It has been suggested in the literature that a definition of 

usability in terms of the interaction between task, tool and 

user within an environment makes it difficult to specify the 

changes that need to be made in order to solve usability 

problems. This is certainly the case at Beeston. There are a 

number of solutions that can be proposed in order to solve 

the problems of pressure of work on staff at Beeston 

library. Staff favour an additional terminal in the workroom 

on the first floor. However this would not solve problems 

with telephone renewals interrupting work on the enquiry 

desk and on the workroom terminal behind the counter. For 

problems to be solved at Beeston, either the structuring of 

the options and the response times of Book Plus need to be 

improved or tasks need to be reorganised. In any case, 
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further investigation of the problems and the implications 

of any proposed solutions is needed. 

The replies of staff to the questions concerning the 

usability of the software interface and ease of task 

performance uSing Book Plus Obviously have implications for 

job design in Stapleford and Beeston libraries. The fact 

that part-time or casual staff account for all of those who 

have problems with the software interface and find Book Plus 

difficult to use suggests that particular attention must be 

paid to their needs. 

Only one member of staff (a full-time non-professional at 

BeestonJ pointed out that the ease with whiCh she could use 

Book Plus had a detrimental effect on her job: 

pressing buttons is not hard to do - just 
boring and frustrating 

However comments regarding the lack of control over the 

software interface, particularly over the pace of work and 

the mismatch between the structure of the system and the 

needs of staff performing tasks suggests that feelings of 

autonomy Will be low among staff at Beeston in particular. 
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4 Job design 

4.1 Themes identified in the literature 

A number of themes regarding job design in libraries have 

emerged from the survey of the literature. Professional 

staff have the 'better' jobs and higher levels of job 

satisfaction because of thiS. Their job satisfaction comes 

largely from uSing their professional skills and expertise. 

They are likely to be dissatisfied by any uncertainty as to 

their role. Much of the work of non-professional staff 

involves routine tasks. Their job satisfaction comes from 

dOing their job efficiently or from social contact. They are 

likely to be dissatisfied with the supervisory climate and 

library policies. 

The effect of automation on jobs in libraries has been the 

subject of some debate. Automation is seen as a threat to 

professional skills by some. Others see automation as an 

opportunity to develop new Skills, reduce the boring and 

repetitive tasks and increase job satisfaction for the staff 

for whom efficiency is important. Recent research suggests 

that managerial policies determine whether the effect of 

automation on jobs is positive or negative. Opportunities 

eXist to redesign jobs when the system is implemented, but 

only with a conscious deciSion by management. 
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4.2 Job design in Stapleford and Beeston libraries 

Duties performed by staff are dictated to a certain extent 

by the job descriptions produced by Nottinghamshire 

libraries (see appendix five). Duties are also dictated by 

the nature and volume of the work in each library and the 

prevailing management style. The duties each member of staff 

performs dictate the amount and type of use they have of 

Book Plus. The allocation of terminals determined when and 

where duties are performed. 

At both libraries, an effort is made to ensure variety as 

well as continuity, for the full-time staff at least. 

Timetabling is much simpler at Stapleford. The timetable 

consists of a series of lines indicating the hours that each 

member of staff is working that day, with no indication of 

what they are doing at anyone time. Staff at Stapleford 

library are left to get on with things on their own. Periods 

at serVice points are shared, with staff fitting around 

those who are working their late night, to ensure rotation 

of tasks. Part-time and casual staff (non-professionals) 

work mainly on the counter, registering readers or shelving. 

The full-time staff share other duties between them, within 

the gUidelines for professional and non-professional staff. 

At Beeston, the timetable details what all the 

non-professional staff are doing land where if they are 

using a terminal) and who is on the enquiry desk. As can be 

seen by figure 4. I, a skeleton timetable is produced but 

many alterations are made to it. Each of the full-time 
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non-profeSSionals, as well as those who are job-sharing, 

have their own specific duties. Part-time and casual staff 

work mainly on the counter and shelving, With the exception 

of the Senior Library Assistant from Inha~ Nook who also 

does her own work (reservations) and the enquiry desk. The 

two non-professional staff who work in the jUnior library 

stay on the counter all day except during breaks or if they 

have a lot of stock work to do and there is a terminal 

available. 

4.2.1 Professional duties 

Professional duties at both libraries involve stock 

management, dealing with enquiries from readers (whether 

Whilst they were present or, for more detailed enquiries, in 

more depth after they had gone) and reservations. 

Some duties carried out by the professionals at Stapleford 

are not carried out by the professionals at Beeston. These 

include the mainly terminal dependant jobs of allocation, 

de-location and Withdrawal of stock. Professional staff also 

spend much less time on the enquiry desk at Beeston. At 

Stapleford the two professional staff share the enquiry desk 

duties between them, non-professional staff only covering if 

they are both absent. At Beeston the two assistant 

librarians also split the enquiry desk duties between them, 

but SiX of the non-professional staff also carry out enquiry 

desk duties (five full-time staff and one part-timer - the 

Senior Library Assistant from Inham Nook) even if both of 

the professionals are present. Part of the reason for this 
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difference is that staff on the enquiry desk at Stapleford 

can get on with other tasks, whereas staff at Beeston are 

almost continually answering enquiries or registering new 

borrowers. If the professionals at Beeston were to share the 

enquiry desk between them, they would have insufficient time 

for their other duties. 

Book Plus is used for only part of many other activities for 

the professional staff. Many activities are not VDU 

intensive, for example when allocating stock at Beeston 

professionals use Book Plus occasionally to see where other 

copies of titles are and then pass the items over to the 

non-professional staff for allocation (a VDU intensive 

task). Other activities do not involve Book Plus at all, for 

example going to meetings. 

4.2.2 Non-professional duties 

Non-profesSional staff are responsible for the routine work 

involved in the running of the serVice points, this includes 

the circulation of stock (issue, return and renewal of 

items) to individual readers and to other libraries. They 

are also responsible for the sorting, shelving and repair of 

stock. As mentioned 1n the previous section, the 

non-professional staff at Beeston take on some of the duties 

that the profess10nal staff at Stapleford perform -

allocation, de-location and withdrawal of stock, enquiry 

desk duties as well as reservations. 
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Whilst in both libraries full-time non-professional staff 

carry out'many of the same duties (with the proviso that 

there are more of them at Beeston), their jobs are designed 

very differently. At Stapleford the full-time staff share 

all of the duties. Whoever is available dOing what needs to 

be done. At Beeston, staff have their own duties arranged by 

category of stock (for example on~ member of staff deals 

with requests and transfer of stock for mUSiC items) or by 

activity (for example one member of staff is responsible for 

all the reservations on Beeston bookstock). The only staff 

who share duties are those in the jUnior library. This 

difference between the libraries is partly due to the 

difference in volume and variety of tasks at Beeston and the 

fact that there seem to be more things that need to be done 

at anyone time and continuity is assured if staff have 

their own tasks. 

Duties at serVice pOints involve Book Plus to a large extent 

for the non-professional staff, but a lot of other 

actiVities go on there. At Stapleford, the other jobs 

include fiction shelving and repairs. At Beeston use is made 

of the other Book Plus terminals whilst on the counter for 

inputting reservations and waiting lists and withdrawing 

stock, as the workroom terminals are so'much in demand. 
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4.3 Staff assessment of job design 

A well-designed job requires an attention to a number of 

features in order to meet the needs of the individual 

worker. These are: variety, challenge, opportunity to learn 

and develop, autonomy, identity, responsibility, support, 

feedback, sense of achievement, feeling of usefulness, 

social contact and workload. 

Staff at Beeston and Stapleford libraries were asked about 

these features in their jobs. Table 4.2 illustrates the 

replies of staff in response to question twelve of the 

questionnaire. 

4.3.1 Job content 

Overall most jobs in Stapleford and Beeston libraries 

provide staff with a lot of variety, support from 

colleagues, opportunity to learn and develop, sense of 

achievement, feeling of usefulness ~nd social contact. Most 

staff also experienced other features to a limited extent. 

The most negative feature of job design overall was lack of 

control over when things are done, cited by seven staff. 

The professional staff had all of the desired features 

present in their jobs, at least to a limited extent. The 

three professionals who responded to the questionnaire felt 

that they had a lot of variety, challenge, sense of 

achievement, feel,ng of usefulness and social contact in 

their jobs. The most negative feature of job design for the 
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Table 4.2 Job content 
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profeSSional staff was the amount of control they had over 

when they did things, all three having only a little of 

thiS. 

The replies of the non-professionals vary more than those of 

the professionals (explained partly because there are more 

of them). Most non-professional staff experienced high 

levels of support from colleagues, opportunity to learn and 

develop and social contact. Whilst some amount of feedback 

on their performance and control over their work was present 

one third had no control over when they did things and one 

quarter had no control over what they did or feedback about 

their performance. 

Staff at Stapleford library get more of a sense of 

achievement and feeling of usefulness from their jobs than 

staff at Beeston. Although the numbers of staff at both 

libraries who indicate that they have a lot of the desirable 

features present in their jobs are not markedly different, a 

large proportion of staff at Beeston have no control over 

when they do their work and low levels of control over how 

and what is done. Feedback about their performance and 

challenge are also non-existant for relatively high numbers 

of staff at Beeston. Replies are more consistent at 

Stapleford, whereas at Beeston there is a greater spread of 

replies over the range of choices available. 
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Non-profesSional staff at Stapleford are responsible for 

more of the positiVe answers. More of them indicated that 

their job gave them a greater sense of achievement and 

feeling of usefulness. Conversely, non-professional staff at 

Beeston accounted for more of the negative replies. For 

example seven of the non-professional staff at Beeston felt 

that they had no control over when they did things - none of 

the staff at Stapleford felt thiS. More non-professional 

staff at Beeston did, however, have a lot of opportunity to 

learn and develop than their colleagues at Stapleford. 

Differences in job content between full-time and part-time 

non-profeSSional staff were minimal. One slight difference 

being that eight out of the thirteen part-time staff had a 

lot of social contact compared to only three out of the 

eight full-time staff. 

An analysis of indiVidual replies indicates that most staff 

had different amounts of the desired features present in 

their jobs. However, a limited number of jobs exhibited a 

lot of deSirable features. For example, one member of staff 

at Stapleford had a lot of all the features of a 

well-designed job except for control over how and when she 

did things, of which she had a little. There were also a few 

staff who had jobs which exhibited few of the deSired 

features identified in table 4.2. One part-time 

non-profeSSional at Beeston, although haVing a lot of social 

contact and a ~ittle support from her colleagues, had none 

of the other deSirable features present in her job. 
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4.3.2 Coherence of job 

Ten of the eleven respondents from Stapleford and nine of 

the thirteen respondents from Beeston felt that their duties 

fitted together to form a coherent job. All of the 

professional staff felt that their duties fitted together 

well, one adding the proviso 'most of the time'. Of the five 

negative replies, three were from part-time or casual 

staff. 

4.3.3 Amount of work 

Seven of the staff at each of the libraries felt slightly 

pressured by the amount of work they had to do. At 

Stapleford, the remaining four felt that they had just the 

right amount of work. At Beeston, of the remaining SiX 

staff, one felt that she had just the right amount of work 

and the others felt different amounts of pressure at 

different times. In one case, thiS ranged from extremely 

pressured to idle; in another case from slightly to 

extremely pressured. 

All the professionals felt at least slightly pressured by 

their workload. The responses of the non-professionals 

varied, one felt extremely pressured, ten slightly 

pressured, five Just rlght (of whom four were part-time/ 

casual staff) and two underworked at times (both at 

Beeston). The full-time non-professional staff were more 

likely to feel slightly pressured by their workload than 

part-time or casual colleagues. 
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4.4 Staff assessment of changes to the job 

Automation is. seen as being responsible for many changes to 

the nature of work and job content. In particular, 

automation threatens the amount of control the worker has 

over their tasks. Variety and SOCial contact can also be 

reduced. Features of the job such as opportunity to learn 

and develop, sense of achievement and feeling of usefulness 

however can be improved by automation. 

Staff at Beeston and Stapleford were asked about changes to 

their jobs and to their level of job satisfaction. Numbers 

of staff responding to specific questions varied. Table 4.3 

illustrates how the features identified in table 4.2 have 

changed Since the implementation of Book Plus. 

4.4.1 Job content 

Overall staff have experienced a number of changes in their 

jobs since the implementation of Book Plus. Around half of 

the staff who responded are experiencing less control over 

their jobs - in particular, control over what they do. A 

Significant number of staff are also experiencing lower 

levels of SOCial contact and variety. Support from 

colleagues is the most stable feature, but even the 

responses to this show a wide range of replies. Challenge, 

feelings of usefulness and opportunities to learn and 

develop have increased overall for many staff, although 

others are experiencing less of them in their jobs. 
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Table 4.3 Changes to the job 
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For the professional staff, Book Plus has made few changes 

to the amount of variety, challenge, feedback on 

performance, support from colleagues and social contact 

experienced in the job. Levels of control have decreased, 

and the amount of opportunity for learning and development, 

sense of achievement and feeling of usefulness have 

increased since the implementation of Book Plus. Likewise 

for non-professionals Book Plus has decreased their control 

over their work. Challenge, opportunity to learn and develop 

and feeling of achievement have increased for many of the 

non-professional staff, although responses do vary. 

Book Plus has meant an increase in challenge, sense of 

achievement, feeling of usefulness and opportunity to learn 

and develop for staff at Stapleford library. Control over 

how the job is done has also increased for five staff. 

Although there are variations in answers, control over when 

tasks are done, feedback on performance, support from 

colleagues and amount of variety and social contact have 

remained the same for most of the staff at Stapleford. At 

Beeston, fewer staff are experiencing an increase in any of 

the desirable features of jobs. Although four staff are 

experiencing increases in feelings of usefulness and 

opportunities to learn and develop, in both of these 

categories the replies are fairly evenly spread With almost 

equal numbers of staff experienCing more, the same or less 

of them. Decreased levels of control over the work are 

Significant with the great majOrity of staff who responded 

to the questions at Beeston indicating that they have been 
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experiencing less control over their work Since the 

implementation of BooK Plus. 

At Stapleford, replies of the non-professional staff suggest 

more improvements to job design since the implementation of 

BooK Plus than at Beeston, with staff reporting an increase 

in challenge and the opportunity to learn and develop. All 

of the seven non-professional staff who have less control 

over what they do are from Beeston library. Other replies 

from staff at Beeston library are less conclusive, 

exhibiting a range of answers. 

Part-time/casual non-professional staff are experiencing 

increased levels of challenge since the introduction of BOOK 

Plus - eight of them (including all SiX at Staplefordl 

compared to one full-time non-professional. Eight 

part-time/casual staff also indicated an increase in 

opportunities to learn and develop, this compared to three 

of the full-time non-professionals. 

An analysis of individual replies indicate that changes to 

jobs can vary dramatically. For example, for one member of 

staff at Beeston BooK Plus has meant less of all of the 

aspects illustrated in table 4.3 except for the degree of 

challenge in her job, WhiCh had remained the same. One 

member of staff at Stapleford was experiencing increased 

levels of all the aspects of her job illustrated in table 

4.3 apart from control over when she did things, WhiCh had 

remained the same. 
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A comparison of changes to the job with job content yields 

some interesting results. There appears to be some degree of 

correlation between the presence of desirable features in 

jobs and the effect the implementation of Book Plus has had 

on them. Book Plus has meant less control over the job, with 

most staff consequently having little or no control over 

their work. This is particularly apparent at Beeston where 

control over all aspects of the job as well as feedback on 

performance (of whiCh only two staff have a lot in their 

jobs) have decreased. At Stapleford, sense of achievement 

and feelings of usefulness have increased, being present to 

a large extent in most jobs. However although the amount of 

challenge provided by the job and the opportunity to learn 

and develop have increased overall Since the implementation 

of Book Plus, they are only present to a limited extent. 

Despite a significant number of staff at Beeston indicating 

that they have experienced less social contact since Book 

Plus has been installed, most staff are still experiencing a 

lot of social contact in their jobs. For the individuals who 

had very well-designed jobs, amounts of the well-designed 

features of their jobs have increased since the 

implementation of Book Plus. The opposite was true for those 

with jobs whiCh exhibited few desirable features. 
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4.4.2 Allocation of tasks and coherence of job 

When asked about whether Book Plus had changed which duties 

they performed, SiX of the staff at each of the libraries 

indicated that it had. Reasons given for thiS were that the 

workload had increased in some areas. These included stock 

work and inter-library loans. The amount of training had 

also increased. Other duties had disappeared altogether, for 

example writing out overdues. At Stapleford, Book Plus had 

meant that more duties were shared. 

Book Plus had lcidto a change in the allocation of duties 

for two of the professionals and for ten of the 

non-profeSSionals. One of the professionals ·felt that her 

duties now encompassed more terminal-based clerical work and 

one of the non-profeSSionals also noted that she had less 

chance to do the jobs that were not terminal dependant. Of 

the four part-time/casual staff who stated that their duties 

had changed, three had more variety 'nd one less, and one 

(of the three who had cited more variety) was performing 

completely different duties . 

. When changes to duties are correlated to the replies 

concerning the p~rceived coherence uf tasks it seems that 

any re-allocation of duties has not led to less coherent 

tasks overall. However, the three part-time/casual staff who 

felt that their tasks did not fit together to form a 

coherent job had all experienced more variety in their work 

since Book Plus had been implemented, suggesting that they 

had too much variety in their jobs. 
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4.4.3 Amount of work 

When asked about how Book Plus had changed the amount of 

work, three staff at Stapleford and siX at Beeston indicated 

that it had meant more work, and one at Stapleford and two 

at Beeston that it meant less. Only one member of staff at 

Stapleford and two at Beeston had experienced an increased 

level of responsibility, all three were non-professionals. 

All of the professionals felt that Book Plus had increased 

their workload. This was mainly because there was not an 

up-to-date catalogue for library users to consult whiCh led 

to added pressure on the enqUiry desk. Book Plus had meant 

more work for only six of the non-profeSSionals and five of 

these were Beeston staff. Of the three who felt that they 

had less work now, two were part-time/casual staff. 

The pressure that staff felt from the amount of work that 

they had to do was compared to changes identified in their 

workload Since Book Plus had been implemented. Five of the 

SiX staff at Beeston who indicated that Book Plus had meant 

more work felt different amounts of pressure at different 

times. The implementation of Book Plus had led to less work 

for three of the non-profeSSionals of whom two were 

part-time/casual staff who felt that their workload was 

'about right'. 
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4.4.4 Job satisfaction and status 

At Stapleford library, nine staff were experiencing higher 

levels of job satisfaction. The most cited reason for this 

increase in job satisfaction (mentioned by all respondents) 

was being able to provide an improved service, for example: 

being able to assist the publiC with enquiries 
relating to books in stock [more] reliably and 
speedier 

Other reasons included having 'more confidence' in certain 

aspects of the serVice (mentioned by two respondents) and 

being able to do one's job 'without having to rely on the 

librarians' (mentioned by one respondent). At Beeston 

library, five members of staff had experienced an increase 

in job satisfaction Since Book Plus had been implemented. 

Service improvements, including improvements to the 

provision of information in general and to specific 

services, were mentioned by all staff. In addition, finding 

Book Plus 'very enjoyable to use' had improved the job 

satisfaction of one member of staff. 

For two of the five staff at Beeston who indicated that 

their levels of Job satisfaction had increased thiS was only 

the case in certain aspects of their job. Their satisfaction 

at the improvements to the service was thwarted by increased 

monotony and 'not being able to do work at a time to fit in 

with my own schedule'. A further five staff, three at 

Beeston and two at Stapleford, indicated that since Book 
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Plus had been implemented they were experiencing lower 

levels of job satisfaction. Reasons given included the fact 

that there was less contact with the publiC (mentioned by 

three respondents) and that clerical routines were more 

monotonous. 

Both of the non-professional staff at Stapleford and three 

of the four at Beeston who reported a reduction in their 

level of job satisfaction were part-time/casual staff. They 

gave their reasons as not being able to converse with the 

publiC (mentioned by all three respondents at Beeston), 

having less variety, being tied to the terminal and being 

unable to use the computer (each mentioned by one member of 

staff at each of the libraries). 

At Stapleford library three staff (including both of the 

professionals) felt that their status had improved Since 

Book Plus had been implemented. Improvements to status 

related to improvements to the serVice and how library users 

saw the staff as ambassadors of the serVice. 

readers feel that they are getting a better 
service and this satisfaction is often expressed 
as a reflection on your abilities to identify and 
retrieve relevant information for them 

The one member of staff who felt that her status had 

improved at Beeston, put this down to an increase in 

responsibility because of the computer, although she did not 

speCify what she meant by this. 
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The two members of staff at Stapleford who felt that their 

status had been reduced since the implementation of Book 

Plus were both part-time/casual non-professional staff. They 

related their reduction in status to their inability to use 

the computer. Similarly all four of the staff at Beeston who 

felt that their status had been reduced (including three 

part-time/casual staff) put this down to feeling 'at the 

mercy' of the computer: 

Customers blame us when the computer goes slow 
and we feel incapable of dOing anything about 
it 

Staff replies regarding changes to job satisfaction and 

status were correlated with changes to the job that had 

occurred since Book Plus had been implemented. When job 

satisfaction and status had been reduced, this was caused by 

less variety (cited by four staff), less social contact 

(cited by three staff), an inability to use the computer 

(cited by two staff) and lack of control over when tasks 

were done (cited by one respondent). Improvements in job 

satisfaction and status related to improvements to service 

provision and a consequent increase in the desirable 

features of a feeling of usefulness and a sense of 

achievement. 
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4.5 DiSCUssion of the results 

Overall, jobs in Beeston and Stapleford libraries contain 

most of the desirable features associated with library work 

in the literature. The pOSitive features of library work 

were present to a large extent: social contact, support from 

colleagues, the opportunity to learn and develop, feelings 

of usefulness and a sense of achievement. The potential for 

repetitive work was not realised overall, with the majOrity 

of staff experiencing a lot of variety in their jobs. 

Although overall staff identified less social contact and 

variety in their job since the implementation of Book Plus, 

there were still high levels of these features present. The 

fact that library users only had access to an up-to-date 

catalogue via the staff and were generally willing to 

approach any member of staff with an enquiry seemingly 

contributed to the level of social contact in jobs remaining 

high overall. 

Staff identified a lack of control in their work. A degree 

of autonomy is usually present in library work. However, 

studies on the effect of automatiOn on jobs in general 

highlight loss of autonomy and discretion by the worker as a 

major theme. 

The dlfferences between the job design of professional and 

non-professional staff reflected many of the themes 

identified in the literature. Professional staff had all the i 

desired features of a well-deSigned job, even though the 
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implementation of Book Plus had adversely affected some 

aspects of the job, for example autonomy. The replies of the 

non-professionals were more varied and a significant number 

had no control over their job or feedback on their 

performance. 

Overall, the non-professionals With the most badly deSigned 

jobs were the part-time and casual non-professional staff. 

For these staff Book Plus had brought many negative changes 

- an increase in variety had led to the majOrity of 

part-time staff haVing jobs in whiCh tasks did not fit 

together well. An increase in challenge and opportunity to 

learn and develop had led to five of the part-time or casual 

staff suffering a perceived loss of status because of their 

belief that they could not use Book Plus. All of those who 

had least support from the software interface in the 

performance of their tasks and all of those who did not find 

Book Plus easy to use and all were also part-time or casual 

staff. 

These results cannot be compared to other research as little 

work has been done on the effects of automation on the jobs 

of part-time staff. The findings do, however, have 

ramifications for the design of jobs for part-time staff 

throughout Nottinghamshire libraries. 
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Differences between job design and the changes that 

automation has made to job design at Stapleford and Beeston 

libraries support the View that managerial poliCy regarding 

the implementation and use of an automated system is an 

influential factor in job design. 

Jobs have improved much more at Stapleford since the 

implementation of Book Plus, with staff Citing increased 

feelings of usefulness, sense of achievement, opportunity to 

learn and develop and challenge. However the number of 

staff who indicate that they now have a lot of most of the 

desirable features asked about in their jobs are Similar at 

bo~h libraries. This suggests that there was a greater need 

for change at Stapleford, and that the implementation of 

Book Plus was used as an oppOrtunity to bring it about. 

Responses from Stapleford were more consistent overall. 

This consistency of replies results from staff sharing 

duties. Book Plus has contributed to this, allowing staff to 

work together more. Automation has not had the expected 

negative impact on 'human' aspects of the job (support from 

colleagues, feedback on performance and social contact) 

instead there has been an enhanced feeling of teamwork at 

Stapleford Since the arrival of Book Plus. 
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The majority of staff have consequently reported improved 

levels of job satisfaction. This increase in levels of job 

satisfaction stems from staff feeling that Book Plus is 

allowing them to give the publiC a better serVice and an 

increase in feelings of usefulness and a sense of 

achievement as a result. Increased job satisfaction relates 

to an increase in the sense of achievement and feeling of 

usefulness staff feel, which is a theme that has been 

identified in the literature. 

At Beeston staff responses were more varied overall. ThiS 

results from the fact that staff at Beeston have their own 

jobs which seemingly contain different amounts of the 

features desired in a job. For a limited number of staff job 

design was very bad, their jobs lacking most of the desired 

features. Despite staff having their own tasks, relatively 

few staff indicated that these tasks fitted together to form 

a coherent job. Lack of control over all aspects of the job 

(especially vhen tasks are performed) contributed to staff 

feeling different amounts of pressure at different times. 

Being 'unable to do any clerical work without the use of a 

terminal' contributed to staff feeling frustrated because 

they cannot get on with theIr work when there are no 

terminals available. Lack of terminals (8 to 25 staff, 

including 5 at service pOints) results in tasks being 

grouped together when staff are allocated a terminal and 

rush to complete them. The mismatch between the software 

interface and the organisat,on of tasks at Beeston also 

contributes to the lack of autonomy felt by staff. 
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At Beeston Book Plus has had a range of effects on job 

satisfaction - perhaps most indicative are those staff who 

are experiencing an increase in satisfaction in some aspects 

of their work and a decrease in others. These staff can see 

the potential of Book Plus for serVice improvements. 

However, staff are unable to perform tasks when they need to 

either because there is not a terminal available or because 

it is so awkward to move between tasks and this has led to 

a lack of control over the job and consequent frustration 

caused by the inability to provide a useful service to the 

publiC. 
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5 Overall assessment of Book Plus 

5.1 Themes identified in the literature 

A survey of the literature has suggested that the usability 

of software and the effect of automation on job design are 

relevant criteria on whiCh to base a user-centred evaluation 

of software. However no user-centred evaluation is 

complete Without identifYing other problems that users have, 

even if these are not explored in any detail. This 

identification of other problems has the added advantage 

that it puts any assessment of usability and effect of 

automation on job deSign into the context of other problems 

and the user's experience of the system as a whole. 

5.2 Overall benefIts of Book Plus 

Staff were asked about their impressions of the overall 

benefIts that Book Plus had brought. The results are shown 

in table 5. I Totals are more than the number of staff 

respondIng as some staff mentioned more than one 

benefit. 

Despite problems WIth response times, speed was the maJor 

benefit identlfied by staff. EmphaSIS was also placed upon 

improvements in the provlsion of ,nformation. The 

acceSSibility of lnformatlon in terms of accuracy and range 

were also identified as major benefits. Improvements in the 

provlsion of information were seen in terms of thelr benefit 

to library users: 
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more accessible information for users too 
- they can see where copies are located, 
waiting lists, etc. 

When analysed by library, slight differences emerge. More 

staff at Stapleford mentioned general improvements in the 

speed with with transactions could be performed. At Beeston, 

fewer staff identified the speed of Book Plus as a benefit, 

and two of those who did added a qualifier that speed was an 

improvement 

when [Book Plus is] working at the 
correct speed 

Of those who responded at Beeston mote mentioned specific 

improvements to the reservat,on serVice. 

Table 5.1 Benefits of Book Plus 

------------------------------------------------
:Benefits Cited : Staple ford : Beesto n : 

: n=ll n=13 
:------------------------------------------------: 
:Quicker ( in general) 6 4 

: lnformation ( in genera 1 ) 2 2 

:Inlormat,on on borrowers 3 3 

:Information on stock 2 3 

: Improved reservatiOns 1 4 

:No response 1 3 
--------------,----------------------------------
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Whilst staff acknowledged that .the speedy provision of 

information was a maJor benefit of Book Plus, accessing this 

information was the task identified as the most difficult 

for many staff (see table 3.1). The wealth of information 

provided in the catalogue enquiry/reservation option of Book 

Plus in particular was was under-exploited by staff because 

of infrequency of performance, lack of training and the 

mismatch between the presentation of information by the 

software interface and the needs of the staff when 

performing their tasks. 

The improvements Book Plus has made to the levels of job 

satisfaction are reflected in the benefits identified by 

staff in table 5.1 The majOrity of staff at Stapleford 

identified improvements in job satisfaction because of an 

increased sense of achievement and feeling of usefulness 

ihat Book Plus gave them because ,t allowed them to perform 

their tasks more effiCiently. However many staff at Beeston 

were exper,enc,ng lower levels of job satisfaction. At 

Beeston, desp,te acknowledging that Book Plus had potential 

for imprOVing the serv,ce, the improvements identified were 

more spec,f,c (for example those relating to reservations), 

allowing ,ncreased Job sat,slact,on ,n some parts of the 

Job, but a decrease ,n others. 
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5.3 Overall limitations of Book Plus 

Staff were asked about their overa.ll impressions of the 

limitations of Book Plus. Their replies are shown in table 

5.2 Totals are .more than the number of staff responding as 

some staff mentioned more than one limitation. 

Many of the limitations cited reflect those identified when 

the usability of the software interface was discussed. The 

most frequently cited limitation (Cited by seven 

respondents! was the system response time. Slow processing 

times were also cited as a limitation of Book Plus by staff. 

Combined with problems of slow response times, thiS 

indicates that the workload on the system was 

under-estimated. Awkward system structure was also Cited by 

five staff l four of these at Beeston). Staff at Beeston 

required more fleXibil,ty from the structure of Book Plus 

and speedier response times because they had too few 

terminals (Cited by f,ve staff) and therefore the workload 

on terminals was higher than that at Staple ford. 

Staff concerns about the lim,tat,ons of Book Plus were often 

framed as concerns about how these were damagIng their 

relatIonship With lIbrary users, tor example: 

response times not always good, can create 
some frIctiOn between the publiC'S idea and 
appreCiation 01 the system 
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ThiS relationship with the publiC was deemed crucial to the 

Job, and had suffered in other ways Since the implementation 

of Book Plus. Three staff cited less social contact as a 

limitation. This had contributed to lower levels of job 

satisfaction for a number of staff, particularly part-time 

and casual staff at both libraries, one of whom wrote: 

I feel that the computer has taken away 
most of our personal contact with the 
publiC. Its difficult to watch a screen 
and listen to a conversation. 

Problems with the usability of software and job design at 

Beeston must be seen with,n the context of other problems 

cited by staff. These problems include inadequate proviSion 

of equipment and workstatlOn design and lack of support from 

systems staff. These problems accounted for twelve of the 

citat,ons at Beeston compared to only two at Stapleford. 

Problems were most acute in the Junior library at Beeston 

Where the cramped workstat,on and overhanging Wires were 

deemed uncomfortable and dangerous by most 01 the staff. 

ThiS was perhaps more 01 a problem because the terminal was 

used for all the clerlcal work there (including stock work) 

so the use was intenSlve. 

A number of staff also commented on the lack of prOVision 

of adequate chalfs. All 1n all staff at Beeston felt very 

negat,ve about workstation 'design': 
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we have been given this new issuing system 
terminals are not comfortable to use. We 
Sit scrunched on top of books under the 
counter 

The implementation process had caused other problems at 

Beeston. Staff felt that they were ill-prepared for USing 

Book Plus: 

A ViSit to a computer library would have been 
useful before we went online 

Again the relationship with the publiC suffered: 

Serv,ce at the beginning was abysmal, with 
staff learning by their mistakes. Public 
still compla,ning due to bad start 

Many staff at Beeston felt that the implementation of Book 

Plus was the cause of all of their problems. 

Overall too small a budget and not enough 
preparat,on and lorethought 

Init,al problems had led to stall at Beeston feeling that 

systems star! d,d not know or care about the,r needs. There 

was some resentment that staff had not been asked about 

the,r ,n,t,al needs. For example the termInals were 

posItIoned Without asking any 01 the non-prolessional staff 

where they WOUld l,ke them. 
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Table 5.2 Limitations of Book Plus 

:Limitations cited Stapleford: 
n=ll 

Beeston 
n=13 

:------------------------- -----------------------

:Slow response times 

:Slow processing times 

:Awkward system structure 

:Lack of support from 
:systems staff 

:Not enough terminals 

: Inappropriate furniturel 
:workstation design 

:Cannot perform tasks 
:without uSing Book Plus 

:Less social contact 

:Hard to use 

:Database is inaccurate 

:No response/none 

3 4 

3 2 

1 4 

1 4 

5 

1 3 

4 

2 1 

1 

1 

3 6 

At Beeston, having to use Book Plus for so much of their 

work was therefore a maJor limitation for four of the staff. 

ThiS results from a combination of all of their problems 

with the system, and Indicates that problems there are very 

serious and need to be addressed immediately. 

The analysIs 01 the limitations of Book Plus reflects the 

overall reduction In Job satisfaction since its 

Implementation at Beeston, with staff resenting their lack 

of control over the software interface and their own work in 

general and limited feedback Irom and communication with 

systems statl. 
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5.4 Discussion of the results 

A wide range of factors were identified when staff were 

• considering the overall benefits and limitations of Book 

Plus. Whilst staff at both libraries identified similar 

benefits of Book Plus, speCifiC characteristics of 

implementation and use in the libraries determined the 

limitations identified by staff. Staff at Beeston vOiced 

concern about a wide range of factors whiCh staff at 

Stapleford did not identify as problems. This supports the 

assertion that the usability of software and the effect of 

automation on Job deSign need to be investigated Within the 

context of the user's experience of the system as a whole. 

When asked about the benefits and limitations of Book Plus 

staff comments reflected their concern for the services they 

prOVided to llbrary users. Whilst Sykes' assertion that 

staff at the Polytechnic of the South Bank could be diVided 

into those who got their Job satisfaction from soclal 

contact wlth library users and those who enjoyed dOing their 

job effiCiently, at Beeston and Staple ford libraries lt was 

more difficult to diVide staff in this way. Many felt that 

dOing the,r Job el!Bctlvely and effiCiently included or even 

revolved around the,r relatlonship With library users. 
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That staff at Stapleford library cite fewer limitations of 

Book Plus than those at Beeston can be partly explained by 

Prince and Burton's' assertion that if automation enhances 

the feeling of teamwork within a library, there will be a 

more positive attitude to it. Whilst the improvements in job 

design at Stapleford since the implementation of Book Plus 

have resulted only in moderately well designed jobs overall, 

that there has been an improvement at all has resulted in 

staff having a more positive attitude to Book Plus, perhaps 

even making allowances for its short-comings. 

However, the negative attitudes at Beeston do not spring 

solely from managers within that library failing to take 

advantage of the opportunity to enhance teamwork and 

redefine jobs. StaIf have .dentified problems other than 

those relating to the software interface and the effect of 

Book Plus on Job design. These other problems go some way to 

explaining the underlying cause of all of the problems: 

insufficient analysIs of the needs of the staff when 

performing their tasks. 

Severe limitatIons nave been placed on all staff at beeston 

Since the implementation 01 Book Plus because of a lack of 

analysIs 01 tne,r needs In the InitIal stages of the 

implementation project and a subsequent lack of 

consideration of their problems and breakdown of 

communications between staff at Beeston and systems stalf. 

Th,s has resulted ID a number of stalf at Beeston beIng so 

diSIllusIoned wIth every aspect of their use of Book Plus 
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that their reliance on it has become a major limitation. 

This supports the Vlew that user-centred evaluation should 

take place as part of user-centred product design which 

bUilds upon a product idea with an analysis of the needs of 

users and the tasks they perform. For staff at Beeston, an 

lnitial analysis of their needs and subsequent attention to 

their concerns would perhaps have improved their opinions of 

Book Plus and, more importantly, their morale. 
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6 Conclusions and recommendations 

6.1 Conclusions 

ThiS study consists of an evaluation of Book Plus by staff 

at two libraries in the Broxtowe District of 

Nottinghamshire. Book Plus has been evaluated in terms of 

its usability and its effect on job deSign and the job 

satisfaction of staff at Beeston and Stapleford libraries. 

As such. the findings cannot be treated as a general 

evaluation of Book Plus. nor are they necessarily relevant 

to other librarles ln Nottinghamshire. However. Within these 

limitations. a number of conclusions can be drawn With 

regard to user-centred evaluat,on of library housekeeping 

software in general and the implementation and use of Book 

Plus in Nottinghamshire in particular. 

Users evaluate a computer system by draWing on the sum total 

of their exper,ences of it. Whilst the usability of software 

and the effect of automation on job deSign are two important 

criterla upon wh,ch library housekeeping software should be 

evaluated. such an evaluation cannot take place Without an 

awareness of the Situation in Which the computer system lS 

being used. An assessment of the overall benefits and 

limitations of soltware Will allow staff to identify other 

problems not necessarily speCifiC to usability or job deSign 

concerns and wlll help to clarify the scope of specilic 

problems. 
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Users do not pigeon-hole their experiences of a computer 

system neatly under headings such as usability of software 

and the effect of automation on job design in the way that 

this study has. Usability and the effect of automation on 

Job design are inter-related. For example, software that 

supports the operator in the performance of their tasks 

allows the operator control over that aspect of their job at 

least. Job design can also determine the tasks operators 

find eaSiest to perform, by determining the frequency with 

which operators perform them. These two criteria also 

inter-act with the environment. The usability of software 

depends upon its match to the needs of the user when 

performing specilic tasks in a specifiC enVironment. Job 

design is shaped as much by managerial policies and the 

process of implementat,on as by the technology itself. 

Overall staff at Stapleford were far more positive about 

Book Plus than those at Beeston. This situation results from 

a number of factors. Whilst there was little difference in 

the degree to whiCh jobs were well designed at both 

libraries, Book Plus had led to improvements in job desIgn 

and job satisfact,on overall at Stapleford. The Opposite was 

true at Beeston. There had been more scope for improvements 

to job desIgn at Stapleford, and the ,nitiat,ve was seized 

when Book Plus was implemented. At Beeston staff had 

experienced an overall reductlon in control over their work 

since the implementation ot Book Plus. At Beeston, staff 

also had more problems perlormlng tasks USIng on Book Plus. 
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Particular problems were caused by the mismatch between the 

organisation of optiOns within the menus and the order in 

whiCh staff performed particular tasks. Staff had to move 

from one task to another much more at Beeston and so were 

hindered by slow response times and the structuring of 

options much more. At both libraries part-time and casual 

staff had the most problems. Infrequency of task performance 

had led to difficulties in using Book Plus and consequent 

feelings of inadequacy for many of the part-time and casual 

staff. They found Book Plus more awkward to use and their 

levels of job satisfaction had been reduced overall. 

At Beeston, staff pOinted out more limitations of Book Plus 

than staff at Stapleiord. Many of these influenced usability 

or job design. The implementation process at Beeston was 

criticised by a number of staff. Staff felt that too few 

terminals and inadequate furniture and workstation design 

prevented them from performing their tasks easily. They felt 

that the systems staff who had implemented Book Plus and 

dealt with any problems with the system did not have the 

time nor the inclination to listen to their problems. 
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6.2 RecommendatIons 

The inter-relationship of all of the factors contributing to 

the user's exper,ence and perceptIon of a computer system 

makes the formation of recommendations difficult. In the 

case of suggesting recommendations specIfic to the use of 

Book Plus in Nottinghamshire difficulties also arise because 

of the limited scope of this study: it considers the 

opinions and experiences of staff at two libraries out of 

the fourteen that are online. G,ven that there are 

differences in the assessment of the usability of Book Plus 

and Its etfect on Job design and the job satisfaction of 

staff between the libraries studIed it is likely that staff 

at each library uSing Book Plus wIll have different 

opin,ons and experiences of It. Bearing these factors in 

mind however, the results trom thIs study do pOint to 

speCIfic areas of general concern in the libraries studied, 

for other librar,es uSIng Book Plus and perhaps even for 

automated librar,es In general. 

6.2. j The software ,nterlace 

Wh,lst the sOltWare ,nterlace is well-deSIgned in many 

respects, there are a number of problems WIth It. These 

problems made Book Plus d,tficult to use and ,ntertered w,th 

task pertormance. The tollow,ng tactors caused problems: 
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1. varIable response tImes wh,ch could be very slow and 

Interfere with or even prevent task performance 

Ii. slow processIng times which resulted in Inaccurate loans 

information 

ili. structurIng of options WhiCh did not meet the needs of 

staif when performIng a number of dlfierent tasks together 

iV. sequencIng of information in the catalogue 

enquIry/reservations option whiCh meant staff were not 

provided with the information they requIred to establish the 

relevancy of an Item 

v. structurIng of informat,on in the catalogue 

enquIry/reservatIons optIOn by Item rather than by location 

when location ,nformatIOn was very Important to statf 

VI. poor qualIty catalogUIng wnlch led to Incomplete and/or 

inaccessIble b,bliograph,cal records 

VII. iayout 01 InrormatlOn on borrower regIstratIOn screen 

Wh,Ch made It dli1icult to use durIng busy times 

VIIl. InSUIIIClent management InrormatlOn resultIng In a 

mIssed opportunIty to ut,Lise the ,nformatiOn BoOk Plus 

collected 
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,x. posit,on,ng of messages at the base of the screen wh,ch 

meant they were m,ssed at busy times 

x. unnecessary messages which were t,me-consum,ng to 

override 

Xi. absence of an interrupt or cancel key leading to t,me 

being wasted whilst staff waited for the operation to be 

completed, only to have to repeat it 

Xii. non-cancellation of reservat,ons leading to borrowers 

rece,ving the same requested item twice 

The degree to wh,ch these factors were regarded as problems 

at both l,brar,es suggests that further investigat,on is 

necessary before any more changes are made to the software 

Interface of Book Plus. Any proposed changes to the software 

,nterface must be cons,dered very carefully as they would 

affect other libraries uSing the system. The only change 

that would not affect other librar,es adversely would be an 

improvement to system response t,mes. However, whether thiS 

is such a h,gh pr,or,ty at otner l,brar,es needs to be 

investIgated. The problems raised by staff at Beeston and 

Stapleiord provide a focus tor a cilSCUSSlon 01 probiems at 

other computer librarIes In Nottinghamsh,re. It is therefore 

recommenaea that all 01 tne 3tail who use Book PlUS are 

given the opportunIty to air their views either by way of 

group diSCUSSIons or oy completIng questlollnalres l"egardlng 

prOblems they have W,th uSIng Book Plus. 
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Problems With the deslgn of the software interface are more 

acute at Beeston. This is a result of a mismatch between how 

and when tasks are performed and the struCturing of options 

wlthin the software. In the short term such problems must be 

addressed without an alteration to the software interface, 

and can be addressed by redistributing the tasks amongst the 

terrnlnals. 

6.2.2 Job design 

Whilst the amount of deslrable features present in the jobs 

of staff at both il Drar,es is not markedly different, Book 

Plus has had a much more posltive effect on Jobs at 

Stapleford library. However, Job design at both librarles 

leaves a lot to be desired. Particular problems arise for: 

1. all stall as regard the amount of control they have over 

their work. This is the most negative feature in job deslgn 

at botl! l,brar,es. lit ileeston, Book Plus has led to a 

reduction in control over when tasks are perlormed for many 

at the non-pro183s1onal staff. Tnis lS a dIrect result at 

the number 01 term,nals that have been provlded at Beeston 

llbrary. 
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il. most of the part-time, casual and Job-share staft who 

have experienced negative changes to their jobs Since the 

implementat,on of Book Plus. These staff are consequently 

exper,encing reduced levels of job satisfaction 

iii. certain individuals whose Jobs are very badly deSigned, 

containing few aspects 01 a well-designed job 

In the short term such problems regarding the lack of 

control over the job at Beeston in particular have to be 

addressed wlthout the addition of another terminal (due to 

happen ln the next f.nanc.al year). It is recommended 

therefore that a work study is carried out to ascertain 

whether tasks can be redlstributed amongst the terminals in 

order to g,ve staff more time to perform them and 

cionsequently more control over them. 

ThlS study has not attempted to d,3cover what staff wanted 

from the,r Jobs, as thiS would have taken too much time. It 

13 however recommended tnat statf at all librar,es 

throughout Nottlngnamshlre have regular appraisals With 

thelr supervlSOfS III tney are not havlng so already'. 

Partlcular attent,on must also be pald to the needs of 

part-tlme, casual and JOD-snare Stall regardlng train,ng. 

The presence of problems .n th.s area both at Stapletord and 

at beeston suggests that lurther lnVeStlgatlon lS necessary 

throughOUt Nott.nghamsh,re. 
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6.2.3 Implementat.on 

Although the implementation process was not investigated as 

such in thiS study, the findings show that many of the 

problems with the software interface and with job design 

stem from problems with it. The overall assessment of Book 

Plus highl,ghted a number of problems at Beeston which were 

present at Stapleford only to a very small degree, if at 

all. These problems were: 

i. inadequate prOViSIon of equIpment, includ,ng term,nals 

and chaIrs 

11. Inappropriate workstat,on design 

,.,. a poor level of communication WIth systems staff 

IV. Inadequate tra,n,ng prior to implementat.on 

A more detaIled Investlgat.on 01 tne problems outlined above 

is recommended at Beeston l.brary. 

SUCh a d,jference between tWO l.tf&118S w,th,n one u.str.ct 

.nd,cates that differences could be even greater between 

librarIes throughout Nott.nghamshlre. A thorough evalUat.on 

01 the whole Implementat.on process Inall l,brar,es 

throughout Nottlnghamshlre 13 recommended. 1"1113 would 

hopefully prevent stall at other l,brar,es haVing to lace 

the same prOblems tllat Stall at Beeston Ilave Ilad to contelld 
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wIth. Such an investigation would also enable systems staff 

to become more aware of the problems faced by staff who are 

uSIng Book Plus at serVice pOints on a day-to-day basis. 

Throughout this evaluation of Book Plus by staff at 

Stapleford and Beeston libraries, a major concern of staff 

has been the impact of Book Plus has had on the serVice they 

are providing to the publiC. Whilst It is commendable that 

staff value the serVice they are providing so highly, it 

seems that the,r perception of the serVice they are 

provIding is influenced by their experiences of the computer 

system, and so may be biased. The opinions of staff divIded 

along the lines based upon their overall assessment of Book 

f'lus: POSItIve at Stapieiord and negatIve at Beeston. In 

order to get the whole picture, Nottinghamsh,re's library 

users must be asked whether tney leel that the serv,ce they 

are gettIng has been Improved by the implementation of Book 

j-'ius. An Improvement to the serVIce was, after al j, the 

ImpetuS behInd tne Implementation 01 Book f'lus. 
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Dear Ms. Hodgkins 

66A Peveril Street 
Radford 
NOTTINGHAM 
NG7 4AH 

Tel: 704708 

17th April 1991 

What follows are two outlines of my planned research in 
Beeston and Stapleford libraries for your information. The 
first is more detailed, especially as regards the background 
information that I would like. The second is more general 
for the information of all the staff (there is nothing in 
the first that the staff should not know about, I just 
thought they would not need the detail). I can appreciate 
that to obtain the background information may take some 
time, but my doing one library followed by the other may 
ease the situation somewhat. It is not my intention to 
burden anyone with extra work or even my presence in the 
library. Although I initially arranged thiS project through 
John Boyd, I do appreciate that it is you and all of your 
staff who will be givlng me the most time, and for this I am 
very grateful. I hope our working relationship will be a 
pleasant and productive one, and I look forward to meeting 
you on Friday. 

Debbie Fossey 
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The use of Book Plus in Beeston and Stapleford libraries 

As part of my MSc in Library and Information Studies I am 
doing some research. Because I was working in the Arts 
Library when Book Plus was implemented, I developed the idea 
of studying the use of Book Plus in Nottinghamshire. So that 
the project is of a manageable size, I am going to study the 
use of Book Plus in two libraries: Beeston and Stapleford. 

My research will take the form of observing the use of Book 
Plus, and asking staff about their experiences with the 
system. Although I will be observing staff uSing Book Plus, 
I wish to stress to all staff that it is not they who are 
under scrutiny, but the system. 

I plan to study Stapleford library first, followed by 
Beeston. The observation period should take around one 
week, when thiS Will take place will depend on obtaining 
necessary background information. 

In order to understand the use of Book Plus in Beeston and 
Stapleford libraries I need to place its use within the 
context of library operations and activities in general, for 
this I need background information on the library and what 
goes on in it - stock totals, number of transactions ldaily 
statistics and error reports would be very useful), a plan 
of the library, details of activities, job descriptions, 
timetables/rotas etc. I need general information on the use 
of Book Plus in the library - what it is used for, changes 
it has brought about, benefits and problems. 

I hope to obtain as much of the above information as 
possible from Interviews with the branch librarian and 
Senior Library Assistant, and from a tour of the library. 

Gathering the above information information will be the 
groundwork for Observing the use of Book Plus and for asking 
staff about their use of it. 

For the observatiOn It would be useful if I could observe 
Book Plus being used for as many actiVities as posSible. 
When obserVing the activIties j will be concerned with how 
Book Plus is used, and what problems and situations occur, 
and how these are dealt With. 

For the questionnaire staff Will be asked about the nature 
of their job, whIch tasks involve the use of Book Plus, how 
Book Plus has changed their Job, and how easy they find Book 
Plus to use. 
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The use of Book Plus in Bees~on and S~apleford libraries -
general informa~ion for s~aff at Beeston and Stapleford 
libraries. 

As part of my MSc in Library and Information Studies I am 
doing some research. Because I was working in the Arts 
Library when Book Plus was implemented, I developed the idea 
of studying the use of Book Plus in Not~inghamshire. So that 
~he project is of a manageable size, I am gOing to study the 
use of Book Plus in two libraries: Beeston and Stapleford. 

My research will take the form of observing the use of Book 
Plus, and asking staff about their experiences with the 
system. Although I will be observing staff using Book Plus, 
I wish to stress to all staff that it is not they who are 
under scrutiny, but the system. 

I plan to study Stapleford library first, followed by 
Beeston. The observation period should take around one 
week, when this will take place will depend on how long it 
takes me to obtain necessary background information. 

In order to unders~and the use of Book Plus in Beeston and 
Staple ford libraries I need to place its use within the 
context of library operatiOns and activitieS in general. 

Gathering the above informatiOn will be the groundwork for 
observing the use of Book Plus and for asking staff about 
their use of it. 

For the observation I will observe Book Plus being used for 
as many activitieS as possible. When observing the 
activities I will be concerned with how Book Plus is used, 
and what problems and situations occur, and how these are 
dealt with. 

For the questionnaire staff will be asked about the nature 
of their Job, wh,ch tasks involve the use of Book Plus, how 
Book Plus has changed the,r job, and how easy they find Book 

Plus to use. 

I would like to thank all stafl in advance for their 
involvement in th13 3tudy, as 1 can appreciate tllat time is 
in short supply. I hope that the information that I obtain 
will be put to good use not only for the benefit of my 
studies but for the good of all the users of Book Plus. 
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I am studying the use of Book Plus in this library. 

I would be grateful if you could complete the following questionnaire concerning the 
nature of your job and your use of Book Plus. 

I am interested in your opinions. so please be honest. 

If you wish to further explain any of your answers or have any further comments 
please use the space provided at the end of the questionnaire. 

Please tick the box/write answer in the space provided. 

1. What is your job title? .......................................................................................................... .. 

2. Do you work 

fUll-time 
part-time· 
casual? 

o 
0'" 
0'" 

... please specify the hours worked. ..................................................................................... . 

3. What duties do you perform? .............................................................................................. . 

............................................................................................. ~ ........................................................ . 

4. Which of these duties involve the use of Book Plus? .................................................... . 

5. Did you work here before Book Plus was installed? 

... Goonto Q.10 

Yes 
No 

o 
0 ... 
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6. Has Book Plus changed which duties you perform? 

Yes 
No 

0 .... 
o 

.... please give details ............................................ ··· ................................................................ . 

7. Has Book Plus made any difference to your job satisfaction? 

Yes 
No 

0 .... 
o 

.... please explain how .............................................................................................................. . 

8. Do you feel that Book Plus has changed your status at work? 

Yes 
No 

0 .... 
o 

.... please explain how ............................................................................................................ . 

9. How has Book Plus changed the following aspects of your job? 

More Same Less 
Amount of work 0 0 0 
Variety 0 0 0 
Challenge 0 0 0 
Responsibility 0 0 0 
Support from colleagues 0 0 0 
Feedback on your performance 0 0 0 
Control over what you do 0 0 0 
Control over how you do it 0 0 0 
Control over when you do it 0 0 0 
Opportunity to learn and develop 0 0 0 
Sense of achievement 0 0 0 
Feeling of usefulness 0 0 0 
Social contact 0 0 0 
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10. Do you feel that your duties fit together to form a coherent job? 

Yes 
No 

o 
o 

11. Does the amount of work you have to do make you feel 

Extremely pressured 
Slightly pressured 
Just right 
Underworked 
Idle? 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

12. How much of the following does your job provide you with? 

A lot A little 
Variety 0 0 
Challenge 0 0 
Support from colleagues 0 0 
Feedback on your performance 0 0 
Control over what you do 0 0 
Control over how you do it 0 0 
Control over when you do it 0 0 
Opportunity to learn and develop 0 0 
Sense of achievement 0 0 
Feeling of usefulness 0 0 
Social contact 0 0 

13. When using Book Plus can you? 
Always Sometimes 

Work at your own pace 0 0 
Get to the screen you want easily 0 0 
Get any information you want 0 0 
Rely on any information given 0 0 
Override any messages, if need be 0 0 
Correct errors easily 0 0 

None 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Never 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

14. Which parts of the system, if any, do you find confusinglirritating? .......................... .. 

....................................................................................................................................................... 
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15. Overall, do you find Book Plus easy to use? 

Yes 
No 

o 
o 

16. Which tasks are the easiest for you to perform on Book Plus? .................................. . 

•..•..•• u ............................................................................................................................................ . 

17. Which tasks are the hardest for you to perform on Book Plus? ................................ .. 

18. In your experience, what are the main benefits of using Book Plus? ...................... .. 

19. In your experience, what are the limitations of Book Plus? ........................................ . 

Space for further comments and continuation of answers .............................................. .. 

Thank you for your cooperation. Please return the questionnaire to Debbie Fossey 
in the envelope provide as soon as soon as possible 
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0",1 Y transactions statisttcs: WEe!< beg1nn1ng 22/4/91 

~'-----------------------~-'-----'------'-----------------------------

iStapleford '-,1'., , ,-\-,. , 
24·*: .-.1:.." , 26 , 27*: ~~ , ~..:., , ..;....; , , 

; -._--_ .. _---------- ------------_._-------_._----------------_._------: 

11 ssLtes 1(162; 824: "T Le' I 
,-'W.J I 861: 1152i 717: 

I Returns 996: 8~51 : 374: 102:S: 1196 : 685: 

lReservations made 111 
,. , 
,_, I 26: 8: 221 131 

lReservations cancell ed 4\ 11: 211 7: 2: 

: Reservati ons unful fi 11 ed -: 1 : -: -: 

'Reservations uncoll ected -: -: -: -' , 

Reservations collected 22: 1'''';.1 ~, 27: 18: 4: 4: 

Loan Extension 1 51 20: 1 : 8: 83: 41: 

-, 4: 1 : '>' .. ' -: 31 ~ " , ." , 

.. -; ." -: 1: !.: 2: " ~, 

4 ,')\ -: -, 
~, , 

5 -: -: -: -' , 

6 -: -: -I -: -' , 

7 -; -: -: -: -' , 

: Item addlti on IS1 5: 322: -: 

lItem change ., , 21 : 101 61 40: -: ..::., 

: Item deletion 127: 781 -: 106\ 4: -, , 

I Borrower addition 10: 8: 11 4: 3: 5: 

tBarrower change 27: 341 9: 
. , 
I , 39: 20: 

'Borrower deletion ~., I ,,-, -: 1: , , 
Enquiry borrower number 31 I 17 : 4: 231 55: 231 

Enquiry borrower name -: -: 11 -: 

Enquiry catalogue 74: 40: 541 106: 103: 571 

Location change automation 1-' c" 10: 6: 17: 211 171 

ILocation transfer permanent: -: -: 2: 274: -: , , 
: Locati on transfer current 21 -: 5: 3: 274: -: 

--------------------------------------------------------------

.-,- .. -.-~~-- .. '-':-~-'--.. --,-.~.------.-. --.---. . ---'-,~-~' ,-'- -_.,-.. -.-----. . -..,.-- .---~---.-.. 
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.,;. ..... ",'" 
..;..~, ! 2711-: 

••• __ ,_", •• '_, __ .' ••• '. _ _ ._ ._. ____ ._ ••• ,. ___ - ., __ , ••• ____ ••• h_ •• _°, ___ · __ '. _. ___ , •.• ,, __ .• ______ : 

: issues 

iPe-turns 

Reservations made 

Rese~vations cancelled 

ReservatlOns unfulf i 11 ed 

F~eset-vations uncollected 

Reservations collected 

Loan E>:tension 1 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

:Item addition 

Item change 

Item deletion 

Borrower adoltion 

,Borrmler change 

:Borrower deletion 

:Enquiry borrower number 

:Enquiry borrower name 

:Enquiry catalogue 

:Location change automation 

:Location transfer permc.nent 

:Location transfer current 

-: 

-: 

51: 

-' , 

-: 

-: 

-: 

-t 

195: 

1 i5: 

-: 

-: 

36: 

6: 

163; 

4'" ~, 

131: 

161: 

1209: 

1'7 1 ., , 

-: 

-: 

." ..:., 

-: 

-: 

2: 

7,",' 
~, 

231 

58: 

-: 

-: 

321 

2191 

30: 

8: 

171 

1584i 

12'-i7i 

26: 

-: 

-: 

-: 

27: 

1 : 

.." <., 

-: 

-: 

-: 

-: 

-: , , 
1331 

-: 

-: 

-: 

591 

7: 

242: , , 
29: 

33: 

484: 

536: 

8: 

21: 

-: 

18: 

s: 

3: 

1 : 

-: 

-: 

-: 

-: 

8" , , 

4: 

4: 

-: 

20: 

-: 

32: 

lS: 

87: 

J , 
; , 

'; . 
-T' 

0"" 
~""I 

-: 

, , , 

, ; . , 

i- ",' • -"';":"'1 

14431 

131 

2: 

-: 

4: 

41 : 

"'?' I 
.." 

.." .:., 

-: 

-: 

-: 

1"::"
~, 

'" ... 
4: 

s: 

9: 

-: 

581 

->' 
~, 

411 

281 

121 

1?' -, 

---_._-----------------------------------------------------------
* half days 
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~x::ept!:J11 r~~crt:; - nUi1l0er ~T tlWe; IT!e;s.;gE ·:"2.;-r:;:;;:;211 

30 : 1* i -, -
,;;. f 3 ; 

: _______________________________________________________ ------------------------______ 1 

IAmount oWlng by reader I -

: Borrmler nas i terns overdue "-1(121 91D31 I 251-1 29H 81\241; 48111 

Iloan limit e,ceeded for this category: 9 , 
4 • 

lItem still on loan to this borrower 2 2 1 , 
- , 

lItem still on loan to ;19 24 4 17 53 9 

:Item reserved by ...•. 115021 25i2U: IH 11(-) 21 IS) 31-1 

: Item not for loan 2 

:Item loan renewal limit exceeded b 8 2 3 
, 

0 , 

: Item being issued is from another : 17 13 0 14 19 14 • 
:library/lccation , , , , , 
:Rental charges outstanding 

: Reservati on factor limit exceeded 4 
--------------------------------------------------------------

Week beginning b/5/91 - Beeston 

..... ---. -->-.. ----.--.. -- ... ---~--.. -.----.. -.-~---.----
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NOTTINGHAMSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL 

LEISURE SERVICES!LIBRARl~S 

Post Reference Number: ~D~a-=t.=e,,: ________ .,-

JOB DESCRIPTION: LIBRARY ASSISTANT - GENERAL SCALE 1 

PURPOSE: Library Assistants perform the routine work 
involved i,n the running of service points. 

HOURS: 

RESPONSIBLE TO: 

LIAISON WITH: 

DUTIES: 

PUBLIC DUTIES: 

STOCK: 

REQUEST WORK: 

GENERAL: 

The hours worked will, if required, include up 
to' two late nights per week and alternate 
Saturday work. 

Senior Library Assistant. 

Clerical and professional staff in the District! 
Section. 

The duties will vary from post to post and with 
the size and type of service point, but will 
include some, if not all, of the following:-

The issue and return of books and other materials; 
renewal and overdue procedures; registration of 
users and maintenance of membership files; general 
enquiries; collection of monies for charges and 
sales. 

(includes books, periodicals, records, cassettes, 
maps, etc.) - sorting and shelving stock; shelf 
tidying; repair and maintenance of material as 
required; processing additions and withdrawals 
of stock; transfers of, stock; 't"'eceipt and sorting 
of incoming consignments of materials, and the 
preparation and recording of outgoing ones, 
including unpacking and packing; receipt and 
circulation of periodicals. 

Taking requests from users for books and other 
materials and routine processing and passing to: 
the next relevant stage. Notification of users 
and schools when requests and project collections 
are available. 

Maintenance of records, files, indexes,catalogues 
and noticeboards as necessary; assisting with 
displays and exhibitions as required; photocopying; 
telephone enquiries; ensuring adequate stationery 
supplies where needed; general tidiness of the 
service point. 



LIBRARY ACTIVITIES: 

MISCELLANEOUS: 
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2 

Participation in, but not responsibility for, 
activities operating in and around service 
points. For example, story hours for 
children and play schemes, services to the 
handicapped and old people's homes. 

a) Assisting newly appointed staff. 
b) Guiding and assisting members of Work 

Experience programmes. 
c) Routine correspondence (e.g. proformas, 

standard letters). 
d) Simp.le calculations (e. g. checking of 

invoices and tirnesheetsl and maintenance 
of statistical information. 

e) Operation of simple machines (e.g. 
photocopiers, microfilm readers, etc.). 

f) Simple book-keeping (e.g. the handling of, 
but not regular responsibility for, petty 
cash or collection and enterlng of monies 
received) . 

Taking reasonable care for the health and 
safety of him/herself and other persons who 
may be affected by his/her activities and 
where appropriate safeguarding the health and 
safety of all persons under his/her control 
and guidance in accordance >Lth the provisions 
of Health and Safety legislation. 

Exercising proper care in handling, operating 
and sa~eguarding any equipment or applicances 
provided and issued by the. County Council for 
the pdstholder's individual or collective use 
in the performance of his/her duties. 

Any other duties which may reasonably be regarded as within the nature 
of the duties and responsibilities/grade of the post as defined, subject 
to the proviso that normally any changes of a permanent nature shall be 
incorporated into the job description in specific terms. 



Post reference Number: 

DESIGNATION 

DIVISION 

GRADE 

CONDITIONS OF SERVICE 

PURPOSE 

HOURS 

QUALIFICATION 

RESPONSIDLE TO 

LIAISON WITH 

DUTIES 
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NOTIINGHAMSIIIRE COUNTY COUNCIL 

LEISURE SERVICES DEPARTMENT 

JOB DESCRIPTION 

Date 

ASSISTANT LIBRARIAN 

LIBRARIES 

Scale 3/5 (minimum Scale 4 for chartered 
librarians; progression to Scale 5 
conditional upon being a chartered 
librarian and on the responsibilities 
carried being commensurate with the 
grading. ) 

National Joint Council for Local 
Authorities, Administrative, 
Professional, Technical and Clerical 
Services 

To undertake all types of professional 
work at alevel appropriate to the post. 

37 hours per week. The hours worked 
will, if required, include up to two 
late nights per week and alternate 
Saturday work. 

Degree, or diploma in librarianship or 
information science, or similar 
qualification, that will enable the 
holder to apply for Associateship of the 
Library Association. 

Clerical, administrative and 
professional staff in the 
District/Section. 
Professional staff on a county basis. 
Appropriate staff of other councils and 
agencies. 
Formal and informal groups, 
societies , organisations and individuals. 

a) As member of the District/Section 
professional and management team and 
shared with other members of the team: 

-To undertake readers' advisory duties 
and general work with the public, 
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including users' requests and 
introducing new library users to the 
service. 

-To be involved in the selection, 
revision and deployment of materials as 
appropriate. 

-To assist with bibliographical work; 
preparation of lists; in depth subject 
surveys and book reviewing as required. 

-Involvement in the promotion of the· 
library service. 

-Staff supervision and involvement in 
staff training. 

b) Professional duties connected with an 
area(s) of service and/or particular 
service point(s) - each postholder is 
responsible for a selection of these 
tasks at one time; this selection may 
change periodically to allow for 
professional development and flexibility 
within District/Section. 

Any other duties which may· reasonably be 
regarded as within the nature of the 
duties and responsibilities/grade of the 
post BS defined, subject to the proviso 
that normally any changes of a permanent 
nature shall be incorporated into the 
job description in specific terms. 
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APPENDIX SIX 

DESCRIPTION OF BOOK PLUS SOFTWARE 



H5.1 DL\tllne of speclflc +ur;:t.icms t..!.5eo 

A5. 1. 1 155:"'125 

Ihe reader's number can be entered wandlng it in, typing it in, 

or accessing it via their name (see plate A.l). ~Iessages attached 

to the reader record appear at this stage. These might be that 

the reader has items overdue (see plate A.2) or reservations 

waiting for them. Messages can be overridden or dealt with there 

and then or at any stage during the issue transaction by 

accessing the 'borrower record via the menu at the foot of the 

screen. It gives access to the follOWing screens: 

1 - library detail (type of borrower, loan entitlements etc) 

2 - borrower profile (preferred type of stock) 

3 - memos (urgent or otherwise) 

4 - loans 

5 - ~eseryations 

6 - borrower history (items borrowed) 

7 - financial transactions (for last 6 months) 

8 - name and address 

Paging back will prevent the transaction from going any further. 

When the item barcodes are entered, their details (barcode 

number, class number, author and title) appear on the screen. 

This can be set to full (all issues this transaction) or partial 

(just the last item issued) display. Messages on items appear at 

this stage, for exanlple item still on loan to (borrower number), 

item not for loan, item being issued is from another 

library/location, item has loan charge, or item reserved by ••• 

(borrower number). Messages relating to loan limits appear at 



thi5 stage too. All messages can ~2 overridden, dealt wIth, or 

the transaction halted by paging back. If the item being issued 

has a loan charge attached to it (music items) the system 1'1111 
".; 

prompt for payment. Th,s can be deferrE·d until the end of the 

transaction, when a total o .. ing for that transaction will appear. 

If a reservation message is overridden, the reservation is not 

cancelled but shows up on the return of the item, if it has not 

been sati sfi ed el seNhere. There is an opU on to change the due 

date of an item but the date can only be changed before the 

transaction takes place, and them must be changed back by the 

operator. 

A5.1.2 Renewals 

If the reader has brought the items in to be renewed, they are 

returned and re-issued to them on their way out. When a borrower 

telephones to rene,~ items they are renewed by accessi ng screen 4 

of the borrower record which shows .,hat the borro.,er has on loan. 

This screen can be accessed through borro .. er enquiry, borrower 

processing or issues. Renewals can be made lndividually or by 

block renewal at the press of one key. Messages .. ill appear at 

the base of the screen as ,"i th the i SSLte fLtncti on, and can be 

dealt with accordingly. If an item is overdue, a message will 

appear below it (see plate A.3). If an item is reserved by 

another borrower it wi 11 not be automati call y renewed but wi 11 be 

highlighted on the screen giving the operator the opportunity to 

alter the due date, or oven'ide the message (see plate A.4). If 

the reservation is overridden it stays on the item until itis 

satisfied. A message also indicates if an item 

. -. - ~- .- - --.-- --- ~ --- -- .-. 



,;.. .. , 
.. ' •• "T 

has teen rene~~d more t~an tWl~a. ~~erJ t~e ltems have been 

;'":?nehiC~, a 1'"2news-c: message appeal'"::; on tile screEn below each 

i tern. 

A5. 1.3 Retums 

To return an item, its barcode needs to be entered on the retL.rns 

screen (see plate A.5J. The screen will display details of the 

item, its barcode, ~uthor, title and due date. If it is overdue. 

the due date will be highlighted. The fines function of Book Plus 

was found to be unable to cope with fines especially where 

families were bringing back items fr·om the whole family in one 

go. It is therefore not used. Fines are calculated by a fines 

board and are not registered by the system when unpaid or·ff: 

items are renewed by telephone when over·due. When the item is 

returned messages pertaining to it appear at the foot of the 

screen. Examples are please return item to location •••• Mansfield 

Library or i tern is reserved by t'lrs Reader at Arnold. As with the 

issues screen there is the option for a partial or a full display 

of returns. 

A5.1.4 Borrower records 

Registering a reader takes place within the borrower processing 

option. A reader's name or number can be checked to see if· they 

are already on the database. Book Plus allol.s two ways of 

registering readers: completing the details onto the reader 

registration screens when the reader is present, jr after the 

reader has registered. The first way leaves. the reader wai ting. 

and the te~minal in use whilst the p~ocess is being ca~ried, the. 
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A and issued to reader'~ on th2H" membershIp ticket. As soon as 

possible after this theIr details are adeed to their record which 

is identified by their barcode number. Three screens of details 

need to be filled out for the reader, the first contains the 
. . .. ' -, ' 

barcode arid their personal detai Is, the second theirli bra~y; 

details (type of' borr:ower etc.), the third, their:,addr~ss.: These 
.,:. 

screens ,form screens 1 and 8 of the borrower recordmenti Dried in: 

,section A5.1.1. Deletion takes place in screen 1 of the, borrower' 
. . ' 

record, but cannot take place if ,there is payment or,lCla~s: 
.. ' ',' -, -

outstanding; If a reader has lost their card a new barc:odenuinbe~ 

cari be attached to their record. ., 
:. ,-. 

'A5.1:5 Catalogue! enquiry 

There are three scr,eens of options for search terms by, which the, 

catalogue may be searched. Plate A.6 illustrates the first of 

,these. If an author is input a list of authors is provided by the 

system. A keyword search wi 11 provi de a I i sti ng of the number of., 

occurrences wi th an option to use boolean logic to mOdify. the. 

search. 

An enquiry on an item on the author or keyword screen wi 11' bri.rig 

,up the, short title screen. This is the screen th~t:appea~s 

straight away if any other search term is used. Diagram A.l shows' 

the short title screen. If there is no matching record the next 
. ': -\ . ,'" 

record <in alphabetical order) in the list will be displayed •. The 

·sh'or,t title .file can be browsed forwards. 

" " 
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CAi ALOGUE ;:r~C'U IkY IkESERVAT IONS 

Search Key AUTHOR: Cookson, Catherine 

8i 11 Bai I ey' sLot CRN ••• 00325301 
Cookson, Catherine 

LARGE PRINT 
The Black Candle CRN ••• 00843846 

'Cookson, Catherine 
Spoken (,ord 

The Black Candle CRN ••. 00531700 
Cookson, Catherine 

F 
The Black Candle CRN .•• 00792204 

Cookson, Catherine 
F 

Items 28 

Items 18 

~ 

Items 118 
Reserved 

Items 36 
Reserved 

+ 
'E-Enq T-Tag C-Circ.R-Resv B-Blanket Resv V-Resv Enq 11-Memo 
CFl-Exit CF2-Page Back ROLL-Next/Prev 

Diagram A.l: Short title screen 

The relationship between the screens is shown by diagram A.2 

below: 

CATALOGUE ENQUIRY SCREEN 
/ '\ 

/ \ 
/ \ 

KEYWORD AUTHOR LIST 
\ / 

\ / 
\ / 

SHORT TITLE LIST 

Diagram 'A.2: Relationship betwe .. n screens accessed b'y c:atalogue' 
enquiry screen 

From th,e short title file,a, number of options are available to' 

get more information on an item"as show by the following 

illustration: 

.. ~, ... ,- "~'-, --'"-'-~.:---'-:" -:-" .. -'" ":' ..• -:.-:~- "';'-","~' , ... ~,"' 
""; 

'.' ,. • .JO.~ 

! 

'0 

; -, 

",. 

, .rr" 



FULL CATALOGUE 
RECORD \ 

CIRCULATION 
RECORD 

IIEI1 

I 
I 

/ 
I 

\ 

I 
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SHllR r r IT LE: LlSI 
\ 

\ 
\ 

/ 
\ 

CIRCULATION 
I 

I 
llE~1 LIST 

CIRCULATION ITEM 
HISTORY 

\ 

FULL TAG RECORD 
I 

\ 
\ 

ITEM MEMO 

Diagr"am A.~;: Options available from short title screen 

The circulation item list will show the number of copies in the 

county in the order of copies in this library, the district and. 

all libraries. When items are found, the screen shown in diagral1l· •. ' 

A.4 results. From the circulation item list screen the enquiry. 

option provides information such as the permanent and tempora~y' 

location, current status, borrower, and cost of the item •. The. 

history option provldes the name of the last borrower', date of.' 

return and number of issues the item has had. 
-, ;: 

• •••• - : '< '-

-..--..... -------~~ .•. ", _. 

" ." 

"' "\ 

: ...•.. 1\.·· 

, ".,':'" 
.. ,,(: .. ~~ 

..•.. --------------.:~----.:.------------------



... -----------------------------------------~';;! 
, .:.:,,:.) 
.;. -,'..I 

Cat. Ref No. 00263106 
Title •..•..•. The Black Velvet Gown 
Author ••••••• Cookson, Catherlne 
Cl ass. No •••• F 

Circulation Item List 

043414259X343 AF F 
Stapleford Librar'y (3.2) 

034314259X344 AF F 
-Stapleford Library (3.2) 

C889202235567,AF F 
Stapleford Library (3.2) 

STAPLEFORD 

On Loan 29/05/91 
Reserved (01) 

On Loan 08/05/92 
Reserved (01) 

On Loan 17/05/91 
Reserved (01) 

E-Enq H-History R-Resv 8-Blanket Resv V-Resv Enq M-Memo 
CFI-Exit CF2-Page Back CF23-Search other Libraries 

ROLL-Next/Prev 

Diagram A.4: Circulation item list screen 

, A5. 1.6 Reservati ons 

Reservations are input as part of the catalogue enquiry option; 

Also integral to the reservatlons process is the trapping 6f 

circulating items and messaging facilities. Recalls and 

notifications that requested items are awaiting collection are 

not produced. Reservations can be placed at tltle (onthesh.ort 

title screen) or copy (on the circulation item list screen)' 

level. An item can be reserved at library, district or cou~ty 

level. More than one title can be reserved under ,the blanket 

reservation. There are facilities for, priority reservations. 
" 'r. 

'i 
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It the operator does net I-.:now the bOrl""DWEr number ~;jh2n Boot.: PIu;; 

prompts for input during tne J'"'eservat.ion it can be accessed 

directly fl'"om the bOl'"l'"ower file at the end of the process. The 

inpLlt of a borrower nLlmber 01'" name wi 11 genel'"ate the same 

messages as it does in the issue tl'"ansaction.·Again'these can be . ~ , , . ' 

deal twith i nt~~sa~e way as described in that section; If. the 

b~rrc;~~ris,n.[)~.~n the database,i~em~ cfln b{re5er~eci'i" 
' .... ,:' ,"i';<: 

" .'bf atiuiIllTrjtiol'"rciwef(seie diagram A. 5). If thenumberi:H. 
J, ' 

'" r:esefVationson an item exceeds a certain limlt:amessage,wdl' 

. ~. 

.alel'"t theoperatol'",who canoverride.this 

reservatipn is completed, the catalogue enq~liry' ,- ,< .. 

retul'"nedto.autom~tically. 

,," .. 

, ,c,,. 

.... ' 'reser.ved(npdistint:tion . is made betweenl'"ese'r:~ation~, alddpi 6':0'; .. . ,,0,,;;_> 

tihe le~elat1:his stage).' T~ecirculatio~'item list'scr~iin:(see 
" ~,-. >, .. -- :",'; 

'.' di agramA. 2) indicates how many I'"eservations'. there 

ag~in not distinguishingc:opy'a~d'~nle">' 
, :",:.". ,;,.,,', , " .~,'- "': ,-,~ .:' 

i'leve.1, reseryations;A I'"eservation enquirYOnanY,itematl'nlj." 

. levelwillshowdeta:~ 1 s cif a countywid" wai ~ing if stfdrtti~i:.:," 
',.< -,' 

, ';, ~'~"" '0 

title (see diagram A.5). Items can be added. to' a,waiting:ii,st> 
, .-.,-, ,''. 

. using t.he resi!tvati~nenqui I'"yopti on whic~ 1 f5t~;th~'f~~ei'Vatfons:/'r{?j 
',;' - ;'~ ,,.. :.:~:" .. ', ,,' -';-','''' .;',i ;:'<'':-'~.;:_:':<>:'''1 -:(,;:,,'~i 

on a title and' prompts the operator for the ,inpuLof.the lie~\,,·.:.; ;,,:,'\~: 
.':",'-} 

" ." .' .'::'~./;.~t:1 
"",", 



Cat. REf Ne. 00792204 Reservation F'ending for: 
Title ....... The black candle 

Cl ass. No... F 

Reservations 

Borrower Label Name Collect 

D52021865 Branch Lib Request (S'ford) STAF'LE: 21102/92 

D5202185"' Branch Lib Request (8' ford) STAF'LE 21102/92 
(Title) 

D52021859 Branch Lib Request (S:ford) STAPLE 21/0,2/92 
(Title) 

D40XXXXXX ~Irs. A Reader ARNOLD 27/05/91 
(Copy) 

C-Cancel M-11aintaln Dates P-Pr-ior-i ty Reservation 
CFI-E>:i t CF2-Page Back CFII-Complete Reservn ROLL-Next/PreY' 
CF12-Reservn Details CFD-Cancel Reserv 

Diagram A.5: Reservation waiting list screen 

A5.1.7 Messages 

+ 

Messages are sent between libraries mainly asking and replying 

to shel f checks f or an item that does not show up as on loan on 

Book'Plus. An incoming message will interrupt any transaction 

that'.is taking place on the terminal it is sent to. The mes<;;age 

Can be readand removed, saved ,in the message,s file or, printed 

out .;. which is usual! y the case. When sending a message the ';' 

sender Can stipulate that they want Cl reply. When the' reteiving 

'llbraryis, ready to send their repl y they can call up the message 
, " 

and type a short reply on a line provided. If the reply is 

--~---,~~-------------:----'-----

; : 
, i,' 

,,-' 



( 

longer- a new message must be sent. An e}:ample of a message is 

given in diagram ~\.6 below: 

Display Messages 

·Que~e • •••• : . STAPLE 1 . 
. Ljbrary;:· QSYS 

Sever (t y .'~:' -00 

System: . NDTT400' 
.Program ••• ;;: *DPSMSG .. 
·Library .• -·,.:<.';"· ... ,; . 

·Oeliyery;,:.:.*BF\EAK 
, •• ~-;'-. ': c 

Press Enter. ·to continue • 
. ' From ... ( STABOOKl . 09/05/91 10:53:25'· ..... , 

..... Hello· BeestonPlease coul d you· shelf. check. for . Stapi~iord 
920 MUG Mugger-idge M Chl'"ClnidEi Ilf wasted time . 

. Repl y: .920MUS· on its' way sorr-y for the delay Beeston ... · 

'; '. 

, -C' 

" .... 

-,' ',-

. ',. 

"\ '." 

Bottom f: , ' 

. F3=Exft:F10=lhsplay all·· F11=Removea:mes~age . 
. F12'=CancelF13=Remove allF16='Remove all· except unanswered' 

-" .. ' 

: Oi agr-am A; 6: . Screen· ShOWl ng recei pt . of message." ". 

Stoc:~addi tiont~k~s pI ac:e . i n the' item addiUOn 'bpH;n;(sc~e'~ri< 
~< 

the same as the catalogue enquir-y screenlwhere the:lSBN'(s'the . 

norm~i 5~ar~hkey; BookPJ u~ automa~i~al1 y ~~~~~~'u~1~y{te~:\ . 
. ' -. ", - t . 

- J ~ " '. 

located to the di~tri ct ,that is. inputtirigth~'~to'C:kt'it:therf!;d 
no item in th:~'di~trict it . defaults to'the n~~1:dist;{C:irin.? 

.... numeric~l ., oider'(all dl str:ct~ .have their. own n~~b~;:";?~~£o~~' Z 
'. :- '. .. ...,' • -, -";_.,' ' - ' .~, < " .,'", c .... :: '." •..•• "_,, -;,-,' ' .... -:-_.' ,-' " -". 

" " - ~ ,_ , -. ~ ,{ _ J 

.·is3.99l, At this .. stage the barcode i~ enterecfand,th~';:;~<::;:,>.i.>i 
:, ;", .~'::(~: ;:;; -: '; ,~,' :::: ~ ., :<~. :.,);:: 

location codes and any ~ther relevant details, sUJ::l)a~ pticE!j. are 
.' . 

'. added. 'Diagram A~7 .shows the item addition 
. . . 

;,' 

". " ", ,"~ ", " , 

-"', ' 

> .. :.;,,, 

~ ... -'</.,:,~."~-~~-"=' --~------:--:--:--, . 
' .... , 

" •. "" "-i '. 

',', 
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A5. 1. 9 StoC~( tra.nster 

Once input to the district, stock can be located to the ,specific 

computer library in tWIJ ways - by changing the location via the 

. item addition screen or by using theperm~nent~andcurr~nt. 
" ;',':'~ , ~ , " 

location transfer in the i tem,location transfercmenu.":The'd teR!, 
, ,'- ', .• '0<":.::.,"-,,-- ,:;.,',. -'" 

" location transfer screen requires just tIW.,enteringof,thlilit'em 

the I oeati ~n; but thl scan o~I Ybe~di:me i.!Jen ' 
:-.' "" '. ",,,, ',-' 

the'ifemhasbeen added to stock.' Diagram A.8 shol'is 

l~cat;on.transfer' screen. 

, ITEM, ADDITION ' 

ci1t.RE!f,'~Nd. 00778936 
Author',; ;;'~. Last, ,James. "'",' 

:: TiUe,.,'....Classlcs by moonlight ,",' 
",' Class. No.: " ',Li ghtlnstrumental.' 

" "'.' 

Circulation Copy 

ItemL .. bel. .... ; C889100105568 , ,", Change I him 
Categoi-y.~,.; .... ACDM , Ext Ill .. ,' , ExtIl2 ••• 

~' Perm. Lcication •• 3 2 BROXTOWE DISTRICT STAPLEFORD 
Temp. Location •• 
Cur-r. Loca,tion;i3 2BROXlOWE DISTRICT STAPLEFORD 
Date Recieved .. 30/07/1990 Cost ........ , Owner .......... . 

Volume.".... Publ ishedYe';r~.' . Edi tion~:.'.'." ~ .• ' ... , 
Loan Ped od; .. . : 3 ' 

, Curr', ,Status..., ", 
, Stats. Code." 0920 Memos ••• ' .... ' •••• :, .. N., 

,'. Warn. Status. ;',Unrestricted ~ .. " ," '. 

"-, ,,'-" 
\,' . 

, > '-', • .' 

CF1':'Exi fCF2~Page Back CF7-ChangeLabel CFI0:':MemoCFlEJ)e!efe 
CF13~Print Spine Label ' " ROLL-Nextlfre&.Copy,< 

D..i~gram A; LItem addi tion screen 

.", , ' 

",! 



L.ibrary Number. • 03 
Location. Numb e!'"';02 

BROXTOWE DISTRICT 
StapJeford, 

'. -, ' 

.,.Item Label. ••••• · 

" item Lab ef< ":", T i {le YAu t h or, ,c~ if,NiJinbe~;~;;:'JE 
G88910Q008oj2i,i/lia!'",d bargai nS"><'/"";"'",.'A'P'''L'P '.L'A'R· G'" E'-" :.· .. ·P·R>I"N:T'i.,: .' ·c· '" ,<'." ::"., '\" ,:"Grady Jame!i(' .:' ,. ',' 

.•... " .074516410~;8('<Ye~ 1 o~ Dog,ccint:'ra~t· . .',>, .":' ,;,,(,'; 

0851193986845· 

. '. .... : Thomas, Ross<AFLP.,L~RGE:.P~INT." 
C889io6086:S8/'~ U nes andShadow<" ." . . . ,. " 

Wambaugh, JOSePh~~FLPLA~G~~Rn'l':';;.:· 
'Love" and ,-exile.' ",-'. < -; ,'" -',',':,,' \ «<,,-)'F'::","';''<'':'' ".,'," 

Singer, Isaac Bashevis L.ARGE PRINt''',,' ",' 
0745176323959... The Coconut, Book.' , '. ,." . ' "', . ./<',;; 

, , ':'. ','.MaYnard, Ri chard '. 'JFlP LARGEf'im~T' , 
;: ... ;:,j' 1.,;",. ,': ' ... :, '-

... "'> •• "';,,{!-,>. ,'i,' ~''-'', " '-~:"" ' ~'.~_:':::~'j-._":,.", ... ,.;.".;,,,.',:;</:::::-";"; ,>~:: 
":-';'-'."'-' .'-, ," :.<~., ",~, 

;" . 
G8B,916oo67355 , 

" 

'. ::'{ '.' 
'-" ;,--',' >'. }'''')::',' ,_~;.-_':_'-t.~_':' ',~ . ',:/>- ' ,-0;' 

C .tF,t ~Ex i t,CF2:-Page Back 
•.. CF7-'Partlat< Display'}': 

CF5'-Sumf!1ary " '" . " '. "'," ' .. ' . 
, , , <:~, .' 

.-. ,'.", >, , '''''''''', "',','" . ",' 

, ;--

, .' '- .' 

St:ol:k~hichJs lieing sent to bi~dingis iss~ed 
,", ,', v 

"'.",' 

\":'h~en' remrit~d.~tw'J~~ccide needs 
,,','."~:<.:~ ,,~.' '---'~",'<".'"r"" ""'.;"!:-'.' '" ". " •. ,',', " ., .":""""""'''':,~O~'' ~',_> .<', ''',~')'' 

':,as. reflirnfngj,t"'Jhenewbarc~d~ is added by;; .. 
• \:bar;dod~:'n .•.• ~,K~~eP6~' t~~"i te~addi ~~o~screen; ". 

,.,cl ;.,: '.-.' 

. oPHbi\tQ"2hangeth~ label 
.' ..,~ - , 

. : ~: 
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A5. 1. 11 Stock Wl thd,-awal 

Items are withdrawn from stock again by accessing them})! the .. 

barcode. number in the item addition function. The optio~t~ . 

. . delete is giveniwi th the operator havingto.cOIlHrm·the: 

arid being promptedH the item is the last. 
:.\ 'c • ',i. ': 

.' . ' .. '~ '" . 

.• ~5. 1.1.2SYstem·. r;eports and statisti cs 

. ;',:' " 

.' Dail ystati!;1:lC:~ and system reports are pririt1?dout~entra.lly;:·~nd. 

sent to individual librar-ies. :The statistiI:S9·ivetnEi;'~mt~rd~·"· 
." ".',- " . - j" , ...... ",._ ,,, :":0\,".,'_' 

:. ·'va~ious{;-an~act.itl~s: issues, .returns; re~ewals, . (;ataio~u6i.and> 
··········;·~'".·bortpw~'r"enQ~i ries, ". reservau6ns made;, c:oll ec:ted '~rIf\lHnl~d'~!1d 

:-r',.~:·~-o<: ':-'.',"-. .,.- ".-. .~:.',_, .. ;'.~ ;;.,~".'. 

'Thehgu~e,s~regi yen as totals' of .tr~nsac:tionsiiy.l ibr~iY~i.~~e .. - ".' ' . - ," . -
";. '\ 

a:ppendix' threeLPreviousl y Book. PI us" hadgi 'ven b';'e~.~:dow~$.bY: 

·t.YpJ:clfstOC:k\ 'but this was found not to be~cikiri9.thrr:~2hY;. 
"B~e~kdoJnSbY' te;minals are not given.:. . ... :.;.: .•.. , 

~., .. - \:-",: "'~.<"-' -"::~';' :" 

.. ' .• EXC:~~tion report~it~mi se the transacti dn~ where Bp"r.;;to~~~~Jil 

'c""\';--' "" . i,-\'~<:"":;:" ,'.," t---,~";, 

.c:hargesoutstanding'.; 'item still on1oan to!.,": item. from another 
',i; ,';'. '.""',"'~_'."'.-,"" " '1 _ ".",_ ,:.,.;.,; ,.-:.,".;-,;~"''''::'';,.~,:,:, "'~", 

loC:ation/litiia/;·:,·borrower has. items .0verd~~·;.·:'~J~~~~i?lim{ti ,-." ," " ,. - . . . . . . ' - -. -" . 

exc:~cled ; 'a~d::'r-~l~rvat i on . f ac:to~ .ex c)~e'd~~" ". i~ee iapp~~d U'f o~r-li·' 
.'-:/.' ";'." ' '. 'I -,' ~,~ ," r ,_",' ',,' I' ' , " 

of the 1 tern and· bor-rower, .if appri~~bi~t'· 
"'.~'.":, '.~ ':;>'~.-~;\ ~:.> :'/~::':r·~' "";~' 

:','-. /.', <'~',:: 

detailedreserva.ti6n .report. is .. a1so produced we!'!kly,.ttiiS 

'\det;a1 1siJf' ;'~ri~eiled.~e~e~Vati cns; 
" ' :-: .. : ' ~. ;'<:-';'" -. 

:o·per.··.~.t. 0 .. r ... s.·,·. oi-by1;ti~:~yst~m. 
,.', .,.",,', 

,.,;\", 1 

: .,:',:;:" c. -~', . 

.....•... ~ 
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~l5. 2.1 System structur-e 

Book Plus has a number of different menus (accessed by different 

user passwords) offering different levels of ~uthority and 

functions. These gi've a.number of differe·nt impressions of ,the 

structure ot the system because they limit the number of': 
fLlncti onsthat c~n. be' accessedwi thou\: going to a '.di ffE'renf'~ein~. 

" - - - ,',- '. - ' -','- - ,'- " -': ~--'-, , 
',';' ,/ 

Thes\?nior:staffcirculation control' menu (shown indi~~~am A.+i 

. is used on the enquiry desk terminals. ' 

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE COUNTY· LIBRARIES 
'. 'LIBRARY MANAGEMENl ,. 

", Stapleford, SeniorStaH 

"Option '. Description 
, '-'. , ,'",- , '~; .~>;-.- ,," ,',. 

, 200.Bbr~o~e~·prot:essing 
.212. Qffline'Circulation Update.' 

220 ,Item·Lo.cation ,transfer.,. .. .. 
240" . Transaction Entry ....... ' .. 

';250' . Reservations/Catalogue Enquiry' ' . 
.•..... ,260 "i Renewals/Borrower Enquiry 

.: 270 IternStatus Update . 
".280 Circulation i tern' Maintena.nce , .. ' 
., 290 . . Issues and Returns Special Menu 

291 . !'1es~age Sender" 
'.' ' 

.' ''''~ 

-,' "' 

- .. 
.'., 

" '.:,' ' ,::,:--,' ' 

,', .;,' '" " 
,,'-''-'' -,.;,,-, :,-:-, 

"'_~.""~ ,i: .. :: ·;i ;"'. ". ~-;" :',,.i~ ,"~t" ". 

. '. 



,Option 

::-,'-, 

200 
201 
210 
2n 
250 
260, 

, ~ , -
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NOTTINGHAMSHlRE COUNTY LIBR!iRlES 
LIBRARY MANAGatENT 

Staplefm-d, Senior Staff 

Description 

Borrower'Processing 
Issues - Maintenance Mode 
r ssues ~ En qui ry t10de 

, Return's':, , " 
'Reservati ohs/Catal ogue. Enqui ry' 
Renewa(s/Borrower Enquiry:: ' 

. i ",. , , 

. ':'" ',' 

~. ,'; ;': ,~'.~ ':'~'{'::"; :' 
"i", <'. " 

.', '" /il~:-~:.};:-; ',!, '~':',~';--, 
.:"'";-.;",,:' 
,', I,' .. '. 

;.<~~ .. :.~",~,., -' 
. '. ,'" ~ 

>~ -,' 

CF:l-:-EX,i tj:F6'c:Messages CF12-Submi tted Jobs, 
, ..".'.,.< •• , ",-

, 'Diagram A;10: Issues ,and returns special menu 

, ",' 
"0 c'- '::'.' " : .. , . <, -, ,' .. 

),J;~r:::~he's~aM ,whodo:not have acceS$ to the seniot'st~y ;,.' :;,i,~ 
:, ',l'Ihp'i1,eed towol-korl,thestock, a stock mai9t,ena:rce,cillj;i,0I1.gJ~E!S: / 

• :'..c, ' ... ~ -. ' _ .,: _'.:~ 

;, 

. ~ 

., .... 

",t\.lo' ini tial' options, cataloguing or circulation. Although ,item; 
_",'" ' ... ', ." -I 

, ':}additibiit~kesPl~ce:in 'within the '~atal ogUi~gb(l,t{O~;i~h~-;':,>:,':;': 
.diculat.ion option ,offers all of the otherfun~ti~ris:whi:ch .:,' 

, , _, _. .. . . . . _', _, _ ." '" ,~_'- . " .- c' .:' ,': ; .. 

'a!r~;~sedl.,.it.iS 'showri' in diagram A; 11. "/~',;V/" 
. ~'-" ;:-: ::', ,." - '- -

Beeston, Stock Maintenance' 
,.\-,; .,,'., 

opb on :D~s2r-ipti ~ri 

<zoo 'Bo'rrowerP~ocessing: 
'2,201tem'lOcatlon Transfer 

250, Reservati ons/Catalo'gue Enquiry' 

. ".' 

'Option: 

. '260' ,Renewal/Borrower, Enquiry. ' 
270 .Item Status Update ' ' 

,;280 'Circulation r temMai 
.290 .. l ssue and ReturnSpeci al 

291 ,Message Sender, 

."1' 

",' 

',; CH:-Ex i t,(;j=, 6~Messagis CF12-Submitted Jobs' 

; Diagr.am A',ll:' Stock, maintenance menu 

" '.' ',i 

",;,: 

l; ~ ,-" 

,,', 
';' ;-;.:.. 



[ '. '~ 
... '-'1 

lhi~ menu is comparable with t~12 ~~nior staff clrcuiation control 

menu but offers fewer options. 

The issue counter terminals in both libraries (including that of 

the junior library at Beeston) are set to the circulation made, 

in this case, the menu offered is the same as the issues and 

returns special menu (see plate A.7). 
- . ,<:'"::' ,'. . ... :.;. . 

The ability' to"a~cess functi ons and opU ons by a number. of 

'diff~rerit routes is a characteristic of B~()k Plus, fore~a~ple 

. the. borrower r'ec'ordcan be accessed from the issues, borrow~'r 
. eMquiryor borro.wer processing functions, which in themselves can 

beaccessed' froffi.a'number of diHerent menus/routes. 

-" .,,' ,'. : :,~:-

.... o~~e~if~i n oniflmd i on it is not necessary to ~eturnto'the" .. " 
.. '_." 

mah;··inenu as options are gi yen at the foot of the. screen for 

.. access toa number' of other choices within that' function - (see. 

', ... plate A.S). Th'e, relationship between the options.iS as shown in 

diagram A.12, 'wii:l1.issue as the central funct:ion: 

. ', -, 

RENEWAL 

CF2 Option 4 

,., . I 

RETtlRNt;'~-'>CFi4'<:':-'~> ISSUE (---> CF9 <-'---> BORROWER 
PROCESSING 

CF15 

C~TAUI~UE ENQUIRY I RESERVATI ON 

"-."",,-

ili~gram A.12: Relati'onship. between 
central function. 

/, . 

; , 

. 
".-

>:·1.';:i: (. 
'"\-:-

.. ,':.~,::~;>';~:; '.'" ........ ~~~"",..cF ....,7'''S------:-'.~.~.-. -" -"""~ .. '-... -,-,.-_--.. ~----~ -:-----~-:-~'-:~,-~,.-' . .>~.('-.':-.*;.."~--':-;"-:~::-.-;-<:.,::;"",:~,i--~: . .,,:-;;,\Ct-;;;.r,;,;;;;.i};,f,;.~;~:..ci 
,,_·-:,:>,:.:~:'i .. 



AS.:.: D~aloguE ceslgn 

As can be seen from the desct"'iption above, Book Plus is 

essentially a menu-:driven system. t1enu options are assigned 

numerical codes which remain constant throughout the system, for 

example, reset-vations/catalogue enquiry is250. The,menus at .the 

base of . the screen use function keys tQ move to ~iff~rent' 
function, rather than going back to the main menu. H~nce 

, ", , , .. 

.. ' reiervations/catalogue enquiry is eF15 from the issues screen 

': " 

': " 

,; ''''t;._ 

(see diagram 12). Within each function numerical cOdesar~:;;sed 

to access options within the function. For example in ~~s~e~: tb 
access the. borrower record. Singl e keys are al so used for:'ce~taitl'" 

, ,,' - " ", , ' , 

.' actions; ~ orexampl El 'c' to 
, -: ~ , .. ;~ 

get the circulation details of. an 
- ,',' 

item 'or cancel a reservati on. Fun'cti on keys are al so ll~~irto 
" ',,, .-. 

,execute actions" for example CFll to withdraw an item, 'cancel'a' 
" .' ~ - , -:, ' ,'-, ( 
'.,requestor delete. a reader. 

. . . 

A form filling technique is used throughout Book )'ltis,iromthe.· 

'basic i sSlle' and retLirn screens when barcodes are entered' i iitO:the 
';- \'~-',i ,

fieles provided to the three pages of fields to, firi' in onthe"',,' 
~ , '. 

-,', 

: c~talogue:E'nquiry/reservation and item addition 

:'AS: 2.3 Screen design and format 

, ., '-

. Boo( Plus uses a'number of similar screens within 

'options •. That. of catalogue enquirYfrese~~ationand' itemX~di 
andth'at borrower processing and borrower enquiry are 

\'-- -, 

apart fromthe.heading. 
, " ,," 

'c'" 

\ ' .', 
""" /;.-': 

',;,' 
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i10st screens have certz<in types of information in certain places. 

There is a cl ear headi ng of wher'e the user is in the system at 

the top, the information in the middle and below this is a menu 

of options. A line separates this from the base of the screen 

where messages' and feedback from the. System appears.isoin~ .. 
feedback fromth~~ystem can a! so appear inrel evant~~fts of the 

.- . -- -' -' - ,:' . -,~:, ':'. - ," . . 

sc:ree~(i sUCh.'la5i. highl ighti ng rell=vantiteinsjO:Th~,m~~y ~c:re~~!;,.. 
:r:des(g;~d"sli ght;~;di fferent! y,~i t~themenu' bei ng ~~ei; ..... 

. When .aco16Ur'''inonitor is used, Bllok' Plus uses whi'te.gre~~\ blue. . . 

<and ~€doriibiaC:k .15creen.· Each of thesecolours)epresent'a>. 

'different type of information. Green is forguidinginforillatiori , >, .. : /;'" ' -:',',' !: ::,' , ' '-,' ,.,.,,- . ~.' .'::. ""'" ",,-:,,',.".,;:-:',.'.', 

sl,lchasheadirigs and menus. Bl LIe i ndi cates' wher'~.· the' i~fgrmati~h 
; .; -;< - .' " "., -. .,.~ 

. ·,.~<I",b'e /npuf,tthecross that appears~t the bottomof'thescreen: .... 

~hE!h the. systenii saCting on a user input is a1 soblU~) • 
. :~ . "'c. " . ,_,', 

represents"i:heuse~'s input (including what the 'operator wa~di; or ',-

i:ypes'}~;,wri~tthe ,borrowers have ondoan) and messages Whit:h>< 
. ,\ C:',> ,,~:::~--, : 

. require.theuseir: to take some action. Red represents more.serious:,. 
: ... ,", ,;",:"-~',,:" ,!.~.->.,,- ',,,. '-.- ,,' ,', ,," ':". "", .,."; ":.", ,-:.~"~"'."'-:;' :> .. ~.-:::~' .. " 

error', message5(wh~n.·res~t needs' to be pressed) ancf~ome'bf't.~e 
, ',-

information to show ,.when 'somethi ng has. !1appened ;.:t~r;e*am'Ple~l)eih 
ani tern .has· o~enre~~rved; .' 

,,,,,,",,,0'''. whenYmbl1ochrOmemoni tor ' is. us~d ,:althO~9h the' imp~tto(·tt1e 
c~i oU~is--~'b;t;:\he'posi tioni ng of vari OllStY~~S ;;f?i~f~t;~t'a~ 

t' ',"" . .',,'.: Y',"",.'-·i,~,. ,,;'-' -,"',,,:- ',." ,,-"---.' - - ." ' ',' ",.,- -.'-. . 

- '.; '," 

. ' .. :,,". 

,.1 
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Book Plus provides most, of its fe·2dback to the operator at the 

foot af tile screen. vJhen tfiE 5'y'=.:Er;~ 1 ~ act.ing upon a user input a 

blue cross appears In the bottom sectlon of the screen to show 

that it is doing something. System messages appear just above 

this section, still at the base of the screen. These messages 

include those which prevent transactions that should hot take 

place because of the status of the item or the' borrower' and' 

those alerting the operatot- that the function key they have 
. ' 

pressed is not avai Jable ",i thin the user passl.ord they have 

accessed the system oy (see prevIous section on system 

structure). The base of, screen position is not the only on~ used. 

Other error messages appear in places mot-e relevant to their-

tasks, for' example "'hen information has been input into 'a number 

of fields, specific inputs are highlighted whenthey are 

incorrect to draw the operator's attention to that input. 

Specific fields can be altered wi thout having to input the whole 

record again. 

~lost system messages appear In whi te. Red error messages indicate 

ei ther that the tuncti on key pressed is not identifi'able'ortnat 

the operator has, not lIsed enter to override a transaction 6~t;'has;; 
,carried on wit" th:? transaction - in these cases, the reset k~y 

must be pressed, but, there is no indication of this 011 the, 

screen. 

There are other times ",hen instr'uctions are not given;, For 

example in issues there is no inrlication that by pressing:enter 

the operator can create a fi eld to input the borrower~ame'ahd 

,t " 

. .'~ 
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• 

, 
ac::es;-, thSl~- nU:1:0ey". Or when using t:i2 k2i~;Jord se2.r'ch opticn the 

oo::le3.n :Jpel'"ator symbois 2,1'""8 ne:: glven (SEE diagram A.i3 belm.;,l) . 

. CATALOGUE ENQUIRY/RESERVATIONS 
KEYWORD SEARCH SUMMARY 

. Searc:h Keywords Acc:ess Path . Oc:c:urremc:es 

" ". 

1 ·.RAG 
2'RUG 
:<;. RUGjt 

. D-Deiete :E-Enquire !I-Expand 

TITLE 
TITLE 
TITLE 

.. Spec:ify and ac:tion (above) or a c:ombination (beiOl~) 

Combine 

"is '. 
,,29 
495 

CFI-Exit. CF2-F'age Bac:k (Save Data) CF4-Esc:ape. (New Searc:h) 

. Diagram .A.13= Keyword Search Screen 

. ".". 

I .. ·~T~-";.;..,· ...;....-,-. -----..,..-~-~ .. -~~ 
.' •••• ;:.:, .', ,',< ;>t> ;lj\ ', .... ;'. r': ,Y . 

'. ',- ; 

.. ; . 

"';,'" 
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Plate A. 1 SSUeS screen 
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rla~e A.3 Screen showIng I~em overdue 
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Plate A _ ~ Returns screen 
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P,a~e A.7 Screen S oY,ng clrcula~lon con~rol menu 

[IBM 
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